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Christmas Is Yielding To Hanukkah
(see page 14)

In keeping with Instauration's policy of ano
nymity, most communicants will be identified
by the first three digits of their zip code.

take the Negro out of the jungle, but you can't
take the jungle out of the Negro.
787

Din re the Israeli-Palestinian peace accord,
excuse me for taking it with a kilogram of so
dium chloride. A likely outcome: more money
for Israel (Look how reasonable they've be
come!) and the "Sadating" of Arafat, who will
probably be assassinated when nothing further
is forthcoming for the Palestinians.
543

o How many followers do you think I could
get if I had tried to start a riot in L.A. after the
verdict came in on the Denny farce? How
many years do you think I'll get if I took up
where the muds left off on Denny? I have to
be in D.C. for one long week in December.
I'd look forward more eagerly to the same
amount of time in downtown Mogadishu!
190

o Have you ever wondered why everyone
who is demanding majority rule for South Af.
rica is clamoring for minority rule in the U.S.?
481

o I hope you are enjoying the Clinton ad
ministration. I'm sure you still haven't seen
nothing yet. While Bill & Hillary are busy
shaking down the white middle class for free
health care for 40 million indigent uninsured
(more welfare to feed and breed more dark
ies!), Bill keeps our troops in darkest Africa on
a "humanitarian mission" (more food and aid
to feed and breed more darkies!) for which
the black savages show their ever-loving grati
tude by hacking our white soldiers to death
and parading them through Oogaboogaland
streets Reginald Denny style. The white man's
burden? The white man's idiocy or extinction
is more like it. At any rate, call your congress
man and insist that the New World Order
couple in D.C. bring our boys back from Bwa
na Bwana Land now! When are these bleeding
hearts going to learn that their compassion
and caring only make things worse? They send
millions of tons of food over there to stop the
Somalis from starving to death because they
are too stupid to do anything but fight, forni
cate and feed. So they just overpopulate again
and restart the cycle. Let nature take its course,
for God's sake! Do these idiots really think
they can teach the natives Democracy 101
when all they could think of to do with their
parliament house was strip it of its valuables
and turn it into an open-air latrine? You can
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o Recently in my high-school government
class we were revielNing several bills that law
makers have tried to pass in the last decade or
so. The teacher asked us to state which ones
we believed should be enacted. I spoke up on
school prayer and defended my position by
stating that this nation was founded by English
Protestants who never would have dreamed
that the Bible would not be a staple course in
the education system. Getting a tad carried
away, I then went on to say that white Chris
tians are still the majority in the nation and
should be represented proportionately, as op
posed to the disproportionate amount of Jew
ish representation. The teacher said nothing in
response, but this could not be said of several
of my "fellow" classmates. I was quickly lam
basted by a coalition of JelNish liberals and
Chinese feminists, who had no solid argu
ments, but screamed cacophonously. The mo
ral is that if you confront minorities with solid
facts, instead of responding they get so emo
tionally involved that you feel intimidated.
This is the strategy they rely on to "win" their
arguments.
930
o A top contender for Majority Renegade of
the Year should be none other than Reginald
Denny. His turning of the other cheek in court
and his kissing act played a major role in not
putting those animals away for forever and a
day.
207
o Over the last eight years whenever I ini
tiated a discussion of the race issue with my
in-laws, I usually received polite silence or a
condescending smirk. I was often called an
"alarmist" or an "intolerant racist." Recently
these same people confessed to me that at
their weekly bridge game with several other
couples the number one topic of conversation
for months had been the immigration problem
and how the uncontrolled influx of dirt people
was destroying our civilization. Should I be
glad that my in-laws have finally begun to see
the light? Or should I be dismayed because
the problem had to stare them squarely in the
face for so long before they ever saw it?
Canadian subscriber
o Hillary's vehement use of her maiden
name conjoined to her hubby's is a strictly
feminist thing. I suspect it's Hillary's way of
distancing herself from her flawed and weak
consort. I wonder what she's got on him.
559

o If Reverend King was named after him,
Martin Luther must have been doing some
thing right. Luther condemned one religion
(Catholicism) and won lasting fame. But for
his equally scathing attack on another religion
Qudaism) he is pilloried.
British subscriber
o I take my usual position on legislation the
Clinton administration is pushing. If Hillary
and Biliary want NAFTA to pass, then it must
be bad for us, and I'm agin it.
344
o Blacks are right in complaining that the
scholastic tests which increasingly exclude
their athletes from participation in college
sports are culturally biased. They're biased in
favor of a culture which put a man on the
moon, found a cure for polio, and was respon.
sible for thousands of other achievements, all
utterly alien to blacks. If they'd just include
some questions about selling crack, car·
jacking and insert some rap lyrics about bitch
es and llho's," black SAT scores would zoom.
850
o Well, Billy Boy is running true to form
with his choice of actress Jane Alexander to
head the National Endowment for the Arts.
My gawd, she's a virtual red flag! Every film or
TV show she's been in is sinister in both sens
es of the word.
111

o It's not too early to start thinking of nom
inees for the Majority Renegade award. In·
stauration's list must be a fat one this year as
more and more of us WASPs tug at our fore
locks (how soon before we adopt "Yazzuh!
Yazzuh!"t) and accept our adverse fortunes.
Normally I'm very positive and outspoken
about my candidate, but this time I'm a bit un
sure. It's hard to decide between Reginald
Denny and Ted Danson. And, of course, there
should be a special "set-aside" for our Presi
dent, whose ebony and Semitic appointments
have enormous sway over our lives.
509
o USA Today periodically publishes pic.
tures of academically outstanding students.
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Though the rag is the quintessence of political
correctness, the editors have yet to find a
black face for this section. Hollywood, on the
other hand, has no problem finding black
mental giants. In The Bodyguard, hero Kevin
Costner is in a fix. He can't figure out how to
beat his father at chess, a problem solved by
one brief glance at the board by a black boy.
110

o I read that LSD is making a strong come
back. It's baaad stuff. I took a half tablet one
afternoon back in the 70s and spent the better
(worse) part of the evening lying on a couch
IIbreathing through a hole in my lower chest!"
Scary! That area was nightmared about be·
cause I'd had an almost fatal bout of lobar
pneumonia there many years earlier.
915

o liThe unique genius of black people must
flower freely, without the clumsy intervention
of white males." This is what I tell my liberal
friends who support continued intervention in
Somalia. When they retort that surely the U.S.
must help, I say that the very idea that Afri
cans need white help is racist. These are argu
ments they find hard to refute. Those G.l.s
who died in Somalia will not have died in
vain, if they prevent later armed intervention,
say, in Pretoria.
201

traction for them. The bags under Clinton's
eyes will grow much longer and baggier until
the 1996 presidential election, when he will
join Carter in the dream world of liberal chat.
terers.
433

o If more young Majority lads knew about
the "dark" nightmare that awaits then} behind
bars, fewer and fewer would break the law.
u.s.P. Marion
o The sight of a white woman ranging from
plain to plug-ugly with a brood of mulattoes in
tow has become all too common. My instinc
tive reaction to such a sight is revulsion. Late
ly, however, I'm starting to wonder if there
isn't some sort of conscious revenge motive in
the minds of such females. I speak of white
women who probably received very little at·
tention from the opposite sex while growing
up. When a black man comes along and shows
an interest in her, she falls right in line. Is that
all there is to in Or do you think the white
woman is subconsciously getting back at all
those white men who ignored her or maybe
reviled her, knowing that every time she and
her brood of half-castes are on public display
any white man worthy of the name is grinding
his teeth or gaggingl
224

o They tell me it's possible to boil a frog
alive in a pan without it even trying to hop
out, if the water temperature is raised very
gradually. Sounds like what's happening to
Westerners.
Belgian subscriber

o The very day the "not guilty" verdicts
were handed down against the specimens that
beat Denny almost to death was also the day
an 18·month sentence was slapped on Randy
Weaver. It's obvious that the white race is
now at the mercy of the black subspecies,
who are allowed to rob, rape and murder
whites with virtual invnunity. My advice is,
arm yourselves to the teeth, stock up with as
many supplies and provisions as you can af
ford, batten down the hatches and establish
closer ties to your racial comrades at home
and abroad. I predict some kind of race war
by the year 2000.
950
o A black guy in a wheelchair on the illi
nois Central told me he usually cleared about
$70 a day in "donations." That's $18,200 a
year tax-free income for a five-day work week.
Only several days later did I ponder how he
managed to get up to the raised platform
(some five feet over street level and through
the narrow turnstile in a wheelchair. Could it
be that he was less disabled than he appeared
to bel
605
o The bizarre nature of Serb-Croat attacks
on Bosnian Muslims is that the latter look eve·
ry bit as Slavic as the Serbs and Croats who
are intent on wiping them out.

o Seems reasonable that a "student" athlete
should know the Three R's. The problem is
that Rasheed can slam-dunk, but can't spell it.
Black coaches think that jusf expecting he
should be literate is another white plot.
606

339

o How's this for the story line of a conspir.
acy theory noven An unholy cabal of high
Pentagon officers, disgruntled at watching their
jobs being made meaningless after the col
lapse of the Soviet Empire, join forces with
American Reds in academia and the media to
restore communism in a revived Greater Rus
sia. Tom Clancy, are you reading thisl

o Many of the more prominent Southern
politicos are down-to·the-bone scalawags. Giv
en that, one wonders about their Southern lin
eage. As Cone with the Wind pointed out, the
post-bellum period had more than its share of
opportunists and carpetbaggers. What's the
family history of the Carters, Bumpers and
Clintonsl
300

861

o The Feds would have burned the cabin
with the Weavers in it, had it not been for the
crowd of sympathizers who were within sight
of the staging area. When the helicopter with
the diesel fuel bladder took off, it was in plain
sight. There were exclamations from some in
the crowd that the Weavers were about to be
given the IIcrispy critters" Waco treatment.
With too many eyes on it, the helicopter hesi
tated, circled back and landed.
824

o Liberals say that prisons are crowded,
and the only solution is to turn the inmates
loose. I have a better solution: string 'em up.
It will come to that, regardless of what the lib.
erals think.
293

o The British call their media elite the
"chattering classes," an apt description for
elitist journalists in the U.S. Our chatterers
are asking with anxious puzzlement what
went wrong in Somalia, as they wring their
hands over Haiti and Bosnia. The problems
are obvious: blacks are incapable of modern
governance or even of maintaining the degree
of pretense necessary to keep the foreign aid
flowing. Croats and Serbs are not Stone Age
people, but the multicultural state holds no at·

o Think of all the interesting organisms the
iIIegals are introducing into the bovine-like
populace-from virtually incurable T.B., drug.
resistant venereal diseases and, more recently
in New Orleans, good old cholera in a dish of
clams, courtesy no doubt of some newly ar
rived boat people.
717

o I continue to be amazed at the marvelous
quality of the writing of those regulars who
appear in Instauration. Judson Hammond's piece
(Sept. 1993) in particular had the sincerity of
thought that makes for extraordinary writing.
And that little poem from my friend in Minne
sota is excellent. I don't have the palate for
extended poetry, but his shorter poems are
right on.
220

o Copy of my letter to Janet Reno: Honored
Attorney General: Now that the jury has all
but cleared the perpetrators in the Denny
case, you will, of course, as was done in the
King case, bring violation of civil rights charg.
es against the responsible parties. The police
apprehended King after a high-speed chase.
He violently resisted arrest, not to mention
that he had quite a long police record and was
on probation at the time. On the other hand,
INSTAURATION-DECEMBER 1993-PAGE 3
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Mr. Denny was minding his own business when
he was dragged from his truck and beaten to
within an inch of his life for no reason except
that he was the most available white man the
black goons could find. Since the Constitution
al protection of double jeopardy has been
tossed out the window by merely changing
the name of the offense, it is your duty, Ms.
AHorney General, to go after the Denny crimi
nals on civil rights charges with as much vigor
as the Justice Dept. lawyers expended on the
second King trial. Yours sincerely, etc.
726

o Anti-Semitism is not always a moronic
knee-jerk dislike of Jews and Jewry. My anti
Semitism is firmly based on an honest reaction
to the deliberate "pull the goy's nose" activi
ties of Jews seemingly intent on fostering re
sentment of their entire race.
811
o

Race Praetors, that's how the Cronkites,
Kennedys, Carters and Clintons see them
selves, not Race Traitors. If these Judas goats
also find their moral positions profitable, so
much the better for them and so much the
worse for us.
110

o I propose as Majority Renegade of the
Year Mike Farris, the Republican candidate for
Lt. Governor of Virginia. He aHempted to
suck up to the Judeo.crowd by flashing a pho
to of Anne Frank during a speech in which he
tried to water down his past efforts to remove
the Diary of Anne Frank from a public school
curriculum. I'm glad the hypocrite lost.
707
o Why the mess in Somalia? Clinton and
Christopher admit that, despite their 18-hour
days, they just didn't devote the time neces
sary to sort out that weighty conundrum-was
though anyone not plagued by liberal blind
ness would need more than 18 minutes to fig
ure out why black Africa will always remain
the heart of darkness.
French subscriber

o All those calcified conservatives, like
Buckley and Will, burn with hate and fear, not
against the evil forces of liberalism, but
against the radical right. For it is the radical
right that brands them as sellouts of thei'own
people.
Canadian subscriber
o I distrust that paranoid liHle Napoleon
Perot, who didn't do so well in his "debate"
with Gore, but I love his uHer contempt for
the lib-left Washington press corps. Routinely
he pins their ears back when they try their
trick queries on him. The only other person
who does as well or beHer in intimidating
these "news" types is Phyllis Schlafly. She's a
piranha in a tank of gold fish. Her knowing
smile can freeze a smug liberal at 100 yards.
634
o An item recently in the news:

Crime way
down in the nation's capital as dusky inhabiPAGE 4-INSTAURATION-DECEMBER 1993

tants are sent packing by the police! Unfortu
nately, the city in question is Moscow.
German subscriber

o What's the difference between a rottweil
er and a Jewish mother? The rottweiler even
tually lets go.
Austrian subscriber

o What do Boca Raton (FL) and

Davenport
(lA) have in common 1 Both are pretty nice
places to live, but there's a fly in the ointment.
Both mayors complain that they just don't
have enough blacks. No doubt some other
American towns would be glad to spare a few.
922

o As a current prisoner who can no longer
(legally) own a firearm, I implore you out
there who are able to buy guns and ammo to
buy them. Watch and fight all moves on gun
control and ammo. Car-jacking started once
blacks finally realized 7-11s only kept $35 in
the register and fleeing on foot got them
caught. Easier to get money, credit cards, jew
elry and a get-away car all at once. The Flori
da tourist murders are the result of the state's
concealed gun permits for citizens. The blacks
know the tourists are unarmed.
290

o I can well understand the exasperation In
staurationists have with Limbaugh, North and
Bucldey. But our views are doser to those of
that trio than to the views of liberals. We may
disagree with conservatives on many points,
but in such cases liberals either hold the same
or a worse view. It will be easier to move the
Majority from Rush's position to ours than
from Hillary's to ours. We must point out the
conservatives' faults, but if it's a choice be
tween them and the liberals, we know whom
to support.
796
o In a few days I shall be 73. For those of
us who were pre-WWII regular soldiers the
theme of our combat reunions seems to be,
"This is not the country we fought for." The
lack of realistic immigration laws along with
aHempts at racial integration has turned this
nation over to mobs and gangs.
783
o The people of Switzerland are the most
law-abiding on the face of the earth. Their
statue of Lady Justice has a revealing inscrip
tion on the pedestal: "Founded upon the word
of the Living God." There is no murder prob
lem in Switzerland, nor any talk of gun con
trol. I was amazed one day to see a young
woman come trudging into a firing range with
her rifle. No one seemed to think it odd. She
just walked down the street to the range to
get in a liHle target practice using government
anvno.
An itinerant Instaurationist

o I let my subscription lapse as part of a
personal experiment. I felt that perhaps my
views on racial matters were getting a little

too extreme and that I was allowing them to
influence my life to too great a degree. I felt
that if I was not exposed to the information in
Instauration, I might be able to soften my
views, which would make it easier for me to
accept the abuses we are forced to endure on
a daily basis at the hands of ZOG. Needless to
say, the experiment was a dismal failure. My
pro-white racial views are now stronger than
at any time in the past.
Canadian subscriber

o Shouldn't the Nazi-hunting OSI be re
named the Office of Specious Investigations J
210
o This observer is really worried about the
way the Russian people are being humbled af.
ter the fall of communism. It won't take much
more of this humiliation to drive them back to
that vile system under which, at the very
least, they could hold up their heads and were
feared by their enemies.
British subscriber
o I just returned from two weeks in Que
bec. In the city itself and its invnediate south
ern hinterland 95 % of the people are white,
French and Catholic, while 3% are Irish. Only
2% are unassimilables, an incredible statistic
probably not equaled anywhere except in Ice
land. Montreal is a different story. There the
white percentage drops drastically. It's fun to
go to Quebec to practice one's French and
relish the magnificent cuisine. The steaks (from
Alberta beef) were the best I've ever eaten.
953
o 'Tis said that Nelson Mandela has picked
up a song of America's Old South and on off
moments in meetings with de Klerk whistles it
quietly to himself. "Massa's in the cold, cold
ground...."
South African subscriber

Officially an Independent Counsel, unofficially a

Sanct-monious Hypocrite

J

udge Lawrence W alsh, the New York attorn ey ap
pointed as the "Indepen dent Counsel" to investigate
the Iran-Contra affa ir, has finally been exposed for the
th ieving, chiseling hu mbug that he is. This unctuous fraud
has bored the enti re country for the past five years w ith
less than startl ing tal es of the doings in the Reagan W hite
House. For the tidy sum of $43 million kindly old Judge
W alsh has deigned to te ll us what anybody with half a
mind has known since 1987.
Let me put the Iran-Contra affair in a nutshell. In the
mid-1980s the Reagan administration was under trem en
dous pressure to do something about the Ameri can hos
tages held in Lebanon. Th ere was hard informati on that
they were being tortured.
Somebody got the bright idea that the way to the mul
lahs' hearts was to sell Tow and Hawk missiles to Iran,
locked in war with Saddam Hussein's Iraq. The Iranians
also needed spare parts for all the mil itary equipment the
deposed Shah had bought on his regular shopping sprees.
Ollie North, a Marine Corps colonel assigned to the
National Security Council, was probably the prime mover
behind the w hole mess. Th is is strange in and of itself.
People of such relatively low rank do not normally have
the authority to involve the entire country in gigantic fi as
coes. North was the sort of guy famil iar to anybody who
has served in the military- patriotic, zealous, brave, deter
mined, curiously innocent of the larger world, with large
blank areas inside his skull and fully capable of stumbling
into disaster at any lurn .
A decorated Marine combat officer, North wa s com
pletel y out of his depth in the crowd of Oily Middle East
erners who were playing the Iran card for all it was worth.
Suffice ino say, the grab bag of Israelis, Iranian and other
camel-riding nondescripts made short work of North and
his clean-cut American pal. In his pathetic book, Under
Fire, North actually repeats his clai ms that persons such as
Albert Hakim and some chap named Ghorbanifar were
working w ith him out of patriotic conv iction . D itto the Is
ra eli arms mercha nts- all, by the way, tied directly to the
Israeli government. The Israelis had earlier been turni ng
mi litary spare parts, prov ided by the U.S. government at
bargai n basement pri ces, over to the Irani ans at a modest
mark-up of from 500% to 1,000%. These are the sa me Is
ra elis w ho were supposedl y the dead ly enemies of the
Shiite Muslims of Iran.
As th e deal was cooked up, th e U.S. would provide
large amounts of sophisticated military equipment to Iran,
which would both pay for the equ ipment and use its cl out
to get th e hostages re leased. The money side wa s handl ed,
naturally, by the helpful Middle Eastern rs. The CIA had
warned North & Co. that they were dea li ng with scum.

Nevertheless, Ollie w ent trippingly on his way, with pre
dictable results.
It wasn't long before some of the best weapons in the
U.S. arsenal headed to Tehran. Meantime th e Iranians
w ere changing the rules, a time-honored Middle Eastern
habit. Before helping with the hostages, the Iranians want
ed some politi ca l concessions, a few in direct contraven
tion of stated U.S. policy. North and higher-ranki ng offi
cials, such as John Poindexter of the National Security
Council, went along. It was a fatal step and comp romi sed
the U.S. in an extremely unstab le part of the w orld.
Most of the money for the weapons went straight into
the pockets of the Israel is, Hakim and th e other quick-

Lawrence Walsh, a barrator of the first water

buck scammers. M u h of it is probabl y still sitting in Tel
Aviv banks. North diverted a small sl ice of th e moo la to
help out the Contra rebels fighting the Marxist Sa ndinistas
in Nicaragua. Since the Democratic Congress had cu t off
fun di ng to the Contras, the Ra gan administrat ion was des
perate to keep them in action . It w as an inexcusabl e act of
treachery for Congress to fai l to support them. It was
equally inexc usable for Reagan to not throw down the
gauntlet to Congress and insist it back him or risk the use
of U.S. troops in Nicaragua. Reagan wimped out. The rest
is history.
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The Israelis had tens of millions of dollars. The Iranians
had the weapons. The hostages were still in chains. The
Contras w ere hardly better off th an they had been before.
Reagan and hi s friends looked like fools. Enter Walsh.
Reagan appointed Walsh Independent Counsel to pla
cate Congress. A typi cal corporate lawyer cum judge, he
is th e kind of high-priced attorney who spends his life
we avi ng the emperor's clothes with invisible thread, the
kind of shyster who has produced nothing real, nothing of
value, in 50 years of useless work and long lunches. Be
sides, he has a nobl e profile and silver hair, just like old
Cl ark Cli fford, the supposed ly sen i le influence peddler
now trying to escape jail by claim ing ill health.
The fact is, Walsh is a Clark CI ifford clone. Both are ly
ing, ha nd -rubbing ten-percenters. Both have a phony rep
utation for rectitude expressed in a smug, pious, arrogant
manner th at impresses the yo ke ls.
Wa lsh jumped right into his work, wi th a whol e fl ock
of leftoid, li beraloid empty suits, eager to make a name for
themselves and make it impossible for the president, any

Clark Clifford was a model for Walsh

president, to carry out an effective foreign policy. Reagan
was clumsy and stupid, but at least he saw dimly what his
duty was. Too bad that liberal Democrats cannot bear to
put their country before ideological zeal.
Walsh found it damned hard to dig up evidence of
criminal wrong-doing by Reagan's men, because most of
what they did was carried out in that gray, hazy area that
in times past was left up to the discretion of the Executive
Branch. The Reaganites did not really break any laws.
They just gave the Democratic Party leadership a sword to
stick in Ronn ie's back.
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That no laws were broken di d not discourage W al sh
and his minions. They pushed ahead, with bull y boy tac
tics and threats for five long years-in th e process destroy
ing the Iives of dozens of loyal, decent publ ic servants,
mainly low-level people who were foll ow ing what they
had every reason to think were legal presidential orders.
Walsh displayed a vicious, savage crue lty when he
could not charge his victims, much less convid them. He
would ruin them with huge li tigation costs. He had an un
limited budget, but still could not keep his own hands out
of the cookie jar, violating federal law and regulati on s on
what appear to be hundreds of occasions, as his snotnosed
assistants followed obediently in his footsteps.
In 1992 Walsh and his top sidekick, Craig Gi lien, over
charged the govern ment $78, 000 for meals, travel and
lodging. It was the old story: lobster lunches, fi rst-cl ass
pla ne tickets, four-star hotels, stretch limos. Despite strict
federal regulations about such th ings, W alsh and his 40
dwarfs ignored them . Walsh and Gillen were also so
wra pped up in th eir anti -Reagan crusade they "forgot" to
fil e Di strict of Col umbia income tax return s, for which
they have had to pay hefty taxe and penalti es.
When accused of stealing packets of government mon
ey, Walsh became indignant, demanding- and promptly
receiving-a "waiver" from the General Accounting Office
for the cash he had taken and the huge overages on his ex
pense account. He even had the bloody cheek to ask for a
sort of "pre-waiver" for the excessive amounts he appar
ently intended to spend later!
A group calling itself the Americans for a Balanced
Budget filed a freedom of information act request for
Walsh's financial records. He tried to stonewall. His law
yers w ere fi nally forced to surrender the records.
Walsh has violated a whole raft of other rules, laws
and regulations. No matter. He continued to collect outra
geous amounts of remuneration for his "work." Though the
law authorizing his job expired on December 15, 1992, he
didn't get his final 1,SOO-page report in unti l last summer.
What are the results of his labors? In practical terms,
zero. After five years and $43 m illion, he obtai ned a hand
ful of pal try, hi ghly questi onabl e convicti ons-the kind
that gets you 100 hours of community service. Pres ident
Bush properly (and in my opinion, rather late in the day)
pardoned the rest of Walsh's victims befo re he left town.
That ended a foul, cynical and brutal pol itical witch-h unt.
The Independent Counsel law legalizes a gross abuse
of the U.s. legal system. It gives one man unlimited funds
to harass and attack political enemies, with little or no
control over his actions. Many Americans support this be
cause they like to watch bureaucrats squirm. But there are
bureaucrats and bureaucrats. You won't ever see an Inde
pendent Cou nsel investigating BATF and HHS agents or
Justice Dept. functionaries for their violations of our civil
liberties. Wait until the first pro-Majority bigwig is elected
to high office. Then you'" see how an Independent Coun
sel can really go to w ork.
N .B. FORREST

Nordics, Nordicism and Nordicide
lassic disquisition on what Madison Grant de
scribed as the "Great Race" appeared in the June
1977 issue of a rare publication ca lled Body and
Mind: A Journal of Constitutional Psychology. The lead ar
ti cle by Robert Lenski began in this fashion:

A

tively that when it comes to all those differences of color,
form, texture, size and sexual dimorphism th at intrigue the
world's five billion people- as op posed to a few thousand
specialists- the Northern Europeans (and their overseas
kin) are situated at or near the human "globa l extre me."

Anyone interested in race should find the Miss Universe
pageant, featuring beautiful women from about eighty na 
tions, more enlightening than [the] Miss America [co ntest]. A
remarkable fact about the Miss Universe contestants is that
while each individual is lovely in her own unique way, when
the group is broken down into II ra cial types" on the basis of
ordinary human perception, only about six primary types are
revealed. No more than six fundamentally dissimilar esthet ic
themes are immediately conveyed to the viewer by the four
score women.
These types may be described as follows. First, a "North
ern European" type, with Caucasoid features and light pig
mentation. Second, a "Mediterranean" type, with Caucasoid
features and moderate pigmentation . . .Th ird, an "Asiatic Indi
an" type, not really "white," with Caucasoid features and
dark pigmentation. Fourth, a IIclassic Oriental" type, well
known from China and Japan. Fifth, a "southern Oriental"
type, less familiar, darker and with coarser features. Sixth, a
"Negroid" type, which usually conveys a similar basic sense
impression in its two major forms, relatively "pure" and mix
ed with Caucasoid ancestry.

In a footnote Lenski observes,
Purely American Indian types are absent, in part be
cause their isolation and poverty precludes participation in
beauty contest. Some of the Latin American "Mediterranean"
contestants are certainl y part Amerindian, bu t the basic sense
impression of the Mediterranean type is often minimall y a l
tered by uch admixture .

Amo Breker called this art poster Humility.
Instauration calls it Nordic Woman.

Lenski notes the existence of "gradients of ch ange be
tween these 'ra cial types,'" but adds that in the great ma
jority of cases lithe instantaneous assignment of an individ 
ual to a type is possible." Whi le "endless SUbtypes can, of
course, be identified among these major esthetic themes,"
the larger point is that "an extraordinary percentage of hu
manity's total [esthetic] diversity find expression in a div i
sion into on ly about six categories."
Lenski then ta xes those taxonomists who have neglect
ed the sage advice of the Encyclopaedia Britannica (a nd
many other foun ts of wi sdom): "A classi fication or arrange
ment of any sort cannot be handl ed wi thout reference to
the purpose or purposes for which it is being made."
What follows are two long, faSCinating sedions on
"Race as a Biological Concept" and "Race as a Social
Esthetic Concept. " Although many liberals have been right
to argue that the two are not always equi valent, they are
mistaken if th ey conclude that the value and importance
of race is thereby diminished. Lenski shows quite objec

To take a few well-known examples, the global maxi
mum for red-headedness is located in Wales, while that
for blondism is in and around the Baltic basin. The sub
type of ash-blond ism is also centered about the Baltic,
while internationally adm ired golden-blondism is most com
mon around the North Sea. Th e world's highest frequ ency
of blue eyes is in Ire land, while most gray eyes are found
around the Baltic basin. Rosy cheeks and a "peaches- and
cream" complexion reach a maximum in the British Isles.
The list of Northern European extremes continues to
expand. Lenski's map of Europe shows' 6 "esthetically sig
nificant" human extremes found across Northern Europe,
but only one across Southern Europe and the Mediterrane
an basin (i.e., some of the world's highest mean statures
are to be found in and around Montenegro).
Asked if /lracial myopia" plays some role in these per
ceptions, Lenski concedes a small one, but insists, lilt is
doubtful if people anywhere in the world would have any
trouble identifying the general racial origins of groups of
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Swedes, Chinese or Nigerians-regardless of how confus
ingly alike the individuals in these groups might appear to
them."
Yet the same cannot be said for a great many of the
world's peoples. Amerindians, for example, can only confuse
the uninitiated: among their unmixed subgroups, some facial
ly resemble many Caucasoids...while others approach cer
tain East Asian conditions-but never do we find an
unambiguous extreme which is uniquely Amerindian.
Nordics, classic Mongoloids and Negroids may be called
"polar" esthetic types. Many of the races which are more...
"central" in appearance originate [not surprisingly] toward
the center of the Old World land mass-in northern Africa,
southern and eastern Europe, and southern and western Asia.

Lenski's monograph is filled with other intriguing ob
servations about Nordics:
The Nordic contribution to the sum of human physical
variety is of an altogether different magnitude than is that of
most other subraces. For example, if the Mediterranean race
faced a precipitous numerical decline, we could at least be
assured that other human groups, physically diverging from it
in every conceivable direction, would carryon..•.New race
mixes from existing stocks [including Nordic] could produce
approximations of the Mediterranean physical condition.
The wildlife conservation and historic preservation move
ments are conversant with this kind of reasoning. The fates of
unique animals like the tiger, the gorilla and the rhino con
cern us infinitely more than do those of individual species of
deer and antelope. Excluding tourist dollars, the explanation
is largely esthetic. Who would deny that the loss of large, un
usual animals impoverishes man's imagination far more than
does that of small, unremarkable ones?
Of course, the Northern European type of human is not
facing total extinction. It is,' however, presently threatened
with the certainty of extreme numerical poverty, a demo
graphic decline unprecedented in its swiftness among the ma
jor races of man in historic times. While, on the one hand,

the numerical poverty of a major race is not the same thing as
the extinction of a species, man is much more than just an
other animal. Where is the Human Conservation Movement? ..
A second major consequence of Nordic esthetic polarity
has been a notable legacy of race consciousness. Among the
main trends of personality research in the 1970s has been an
expanding recognition of the central role played by personal
appearance in personality formation. An important compo
nent of one's appearance, during racial interaction, is that of
relative deviation from the generalized human norm. This has
been a contributing factor to such historic phenomena as the
dissimilar records of Northern and Southern Europeans in New
World racial miscegenation.
The factor of relative deviation from the generalized hu
man appearance remains a cardinal determinant of racial val
ues today.

As Richard McCulloch has observed in his three books,
most races can be killed only by hate, while ours, unique
ly, is being killed by hate, by love and by hate masquerad
ing as love.
Only the simple act of separation can save a race men
aced on all sides. But land of our own, which created and
sustained us for so long, is what we are being denied.
When David Duke quietly suggested that Iceland is not
enough land for an entire major race, the genocidalists of
the world screamed back at him, "it is too much."
Make no mistake, they do not want us around in the
future. They want every kind of plant and animal, every
sort of architecture and landscape. But they don't want us.
"ETHNICALLY CLEANSED" FROM L.A.
For a photocopy of the 52-page June 1977 issue of Body and
Mind, send $6 to Howard AI/en Enterprises, Inc., P.O. Box 76,
Cape Canaveral, FL 32920. Another interesting article, "The Con
stitutional Basis of National Temperament in Scandinavia" is also
included.

Come On, Joe! Stop Hassling Your Kinfolk
Instaurationists have
this vague dream that
one day Joe Sixpack will
get mad, get out in the
streets and save us. This
is false. It's more likely
that joe Sixpack will be
killing us.
joe Sixpack has prov
ed over and over again
that he will kill his own
kind on orders from a
higher authority. He burn
ed down the South. He
destroyed Germany. And
mind you, he did all this without the ben
efit of TV agit-prop. Think what he can be
ordered to do now! His next assignment
will probably be South Africa.
joe Sixpack doesn't much care whom
PAGE 8-INSTAURATION-DECEM8ER 1993

he kills as long as "his
team" wins. He will
gladly bomb cities full
of women and children
who look exactly like
his own wife, sons and
daughters.
With his job in the
police or military, Joe
Sixpack is the one who
keeps the System in
power. Think about it.
Why don't we rebel?
Are we afraid of blacks,
Jews, or Mexicans? We
don't rebel because we know that if we
do, millions of white soldiers, millions of
Joe Sixpacks, will march against us.
This scenario is why most whites have
been paralyzed during the minority take

over. In the back of our minds we are all
thinking of the National Guard during de
segregation, when Joe Sixpack went out
and crushed his own people. We all
know it would happen again.
One means for solving this problem is
by person-to-person discussion and inter
action. But since a lot of us are in a differ
ent social class than Joe Sixpack, we avoid
him like the plague. Also, most of us are
introverts; we're happy to lay back and
read our magazine.
Eventually whites will become a minor
ity in this country. When Joe the cop or
Joe the soldier finds himself outnumbered
in his own unit, then he will start to feel
white racial solidarity. Finally, Joe Six
pack will be on our side.

913

Victors' history is still the only history in Australia

Pertinent Questions About the Holocaust

visionists, who query the extent of the Jewish Holocaust.
hy is David Irving, whose books have been fa
Why have France, Austria and Germany passed laws mak
vorably reviewed in mainstream publications,
ing it illegal to question any aspect of the Shoah, as some
like the New York Times and the (London)
Jews call it?
Times, and by heavyweight historians, like A.J.P. Taylor
and Hugh Trevor-Roper, subjeded to such vituperation?
In view of the increasing number of jewish revisionists,
Why was he refused a visa to visit Australia when the Im
why are all revisionists described as anti-Semites? Was
migration Department, all civil liberties groups and edito
Noam Chomsky correct in stating that it is not anti-Semitic
rials in all major newspapers said he should have been
given one?
...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..... to query the existence
of gas chambers?
Why has there been
so much publicity about
Were courts set up
at Nuremberg and oth
the Jewish Holocaust and
so little about the Ukrai er cities by the vidors
nian Holocaust, the great because the original
proposal to arbitrarily
er Chinese Holocaust,
and the Holocaust bomb shoot 60,000 Nazis
seemed too extreme?
ing of German cities,
once descri bed in the
Are jewish writers
British magazine, the
and pundits, such as
Spectator, as the greatest
war crime of WWII?
Yad Vashem Archives'
There have been over
Director, S. Krakowski,
who
claims that more
400 feature films since
than 10,000 eyewitness
1945 dealing with the
accounts of German
Jewish Holocaust, but only
atrocities are in his
one feature film about the
files,
lying? Is historian
bombing of German cities
G. Reitl inger, who says
(Slaughterhouse Five) and
that much survivor tes
no feature film about the
timony contains "flow
Ukrainian Holocaust or
and
similes,"
about the "ethnic cleans ery
should be "treated with
ing" in Czechoslovakia
reserve," anti-Semitic?
and Poland in 1945 that
led to the death of more
Is the Jewish histori
than one million Germans.
an Arno Meyer, who
Why this imbalance?
states "sources for the
Why is the Jewish Holostudy of gas chambers
caust mentioned al most
are at once rare and un
daily in the media? Is ~ ~~---~~~--~----~~~~-~~~ reliable," anti-Semitic?
possibly because, as our Professor Rubenstein has stated,
Why, in the minutes of the Wannsee conference, at
"[T]he Jewish Holocaust is Israel's number one propagan
which
Nazi policy in relation to Jews is claimed to have
da weapon."?
been finalized, is there no reference to extermination or
gassings, but many references to forced labor and evacua
Why is there such a concerted attempt to censor, si
tion to the East?
lence or imprison revisionists, including the few Jewish re-

W
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Why wasn't the interview of jewish revisionist David
of the crematoria were such that the emission of smoke
Cole with the Director of Research at Auschwitz, who ad
was impossible?
mitted the "gas chamber" on view for tourists was recon
structed after the war, given any publicity in Australia?
Why is Fred leuchter, described in Atlantic magazine
as the main authority on execution procedures in the U.S.,
Why, if there was a continental-wide campaign to ex
subjected to character assassination and economic boycott
terminate jews in gas chambers, are there no contempora
because he found that Jews could not have been gassed by
Zyklon B at Auschwitz and other camps?
neous documents about the gassi ngs?

How could there have been gassings, when the Ger
How reliable is eyewitness testimony when the two
key eyewitnesses in the Zundel trial, who claimed they
man anti-Nazi resistance, British Intelligence, German In
had personally watched gassings, withdrew their allega
telligence, the Vatican and the Red Cross were not aware
of them?
tions under cross-examination and said they were merely
repeating rumors? One of the eyewitnesses had originally
claimed that he could tell whether Polish or Czech Jews
Why is it necessary to rely on "confessions" obtained
after the war, sometimes by torture, to establish the official
were being gassed by the color of the smoke!
version of the Holocaust?
Could the number of crematoria have possibly dis
Is the confession by Kurt Gerstein, who was in charge
posed of the amount of bodies alleged to have died in the
of supplying Zyklon B to the camps, that 25 million peo
camps?
ple were gassed and the bodies were "erect" after the
Is the fate of Anne Frank, shunted from camp to camp
gassings credible?
and finally dying of typhus, consistent with the official ver
Is the confession by the Auschwitz Commandant Hoss
sion of the Holocaust?
that more than 2.5 million were gassed at Auschwitz cred
ible in view of the recent reduction in the "official" num
Can the number of claimants applying for compensa
ber of deaths at Auschwitz from 4 million to just over 1
tion from the West German government, plus all the new
claimants from former East Germany, be reconciled with
million?
the allegations that 6 million Jews died in the Holocaust?
Why did this reduction receive so little media publici
Does the survival of some of the best-known Holo
ty? Why are the camp records, indicating that fewer than
caust personages (Simon Wiesenthal, Elie Wiesel and Si
150,000 died at Auschwitz, mainly from typhus, not ac
mone Veil) strengthen the claims of revisionists?
cepted?

If revisionist historians, such as Professor Faurisson,
Why did the commandants of other camps, such as
Dr. Treite and Suhren, sign confessions, admitting mass
Professor Butz, Judge Staglich, Mark Weber and David Ir
ving, are clearly wrong, why cannot their arguments be
gassings, when it is now conceded by "official" historians
dealt with in open debate, instead of by vilification and
that no gassings took place at their camps? Were they tor
penal legislation?
tured?

Phillip Adams, an Australian who claims to be an athe
Why are so few people aware that Zyklon B was the
ist, said it is "blasphemous" to query the extent of the Holo
main fumigant used by the German armed forces to com
caust. Has the "official" version of the Holocaust become
bat disease, especially typhus, and that it was used in the
a religion?
concentration camps for the same purpose?

Getting back to my first question. Why is there an ava
Is it credible that Zyklon B was used in the camps,
lanche of publicity about the Jewish Holocaust and almost
both as a fumigant to save one group's lives and as a poi
none about other greater and bloodier Holocausts?
son to kill another group?
AUSTRALIAN SUBSCRIBER
Is eyewitness testimony that the crematoria at Ausch
witz "spewed out" huge amounts of smoke credible, when
uncontradicted evidence given in the Canadian trial of
Ernst Zundel, pointed out that the technical specifications

*
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It looks like we'll all be meeting at the bottom

Globalism Makes Blacks and Whites Equal

T

here are few, if any, Instaurationists who have not
heard of the concept called "Globalism" and the at
tendant jingoism associated with it. The nebulous
utopia of the New World Order has been propagated by
every genre of elite power organism. It has been promoted
by think tanks I ike the Brookings Institute, Aspen Institute
for Humanistic Studies, Heritage Foundation, National
Training Laboratories and the Institute for Policy Studies. It
has been hyped by quasi-public, semi-secret foreign poli
cy groups like the Council for Foreign Relations, Trilateral
Commission, Royal Institute of International Affairs, Club
of Rome, Bilderbergers and the Pilgrim Society. It has been
huckstered by the international "banking" agencies like
the International Monetary Fund, Import Export Bank, Aid
for International Development, World Bank, and Bank for
International Settlements. It has been advocated by eco
environmental groups like Earth First, Sierra Club, Nature
Conservancy and Audubon Society. It has been mothered
by international charities like World Vision, Care, Peace
Corps, United Way and the endless Adopt-a-Weeping
Melanoid groups. It has been ballyhooed by the so-called
human rights groups like Amnesty International and the
American Civil Liberties Union. It has been propagandized
by our leaders in industry, business, government, educa
tion and mainstream religion. And, of course, it has been
shepherded by the Media.
As a result, we have been saturated with definition
evading terms like global village, world citizenship, plane
tary community, international cooperation, global interde
pendence, universal brotherhood and the society of man.
As far back as most of us can remember, we have been
prepared or conditioned to expect some New Age or Mil
lennial Kingdom when the earth will undergo a global
sOcio-politico-cultural transformation where everything will
be different and everything will be done in a new way. All
things old, customary and traditional, all things rooted in
the inexorable precedent of cause and effect or established
through patient trial and error will be systematically dis
credited and repudiated, be they Western Civilization, Pa
triarchy, Heterosexism or even camping trips with Dad.
To inhabit this up-and-coming Cosmic EI Dorado, a
new kind of man will be required. Synthetic and eclectic,
this new and improved brand of human will be tolerant,
multicultural, progressive, inclusive, unbiased, socially
ski lied, pluralistic, androgynous, homogeneous and posi
tive. The United Nations has a stone statue of "it"-a face
less, nameless, nationless, sexless, raceless, muddy brown
"person." It is the new Everyman. Hosts of self-elected
Change Agents are now dedicated to refashioning each
and every man, woman and child into this new image.

It follows that a New World Order person will be, must
be, a doci Ie, malleable, dumbed-down, reactive, compul
sive/obsessive "global citizen" with a childlike and subser
vient disposition, a citizen who can be appeased by vacu
ous flattery and sustained on tinsel and fluff. In other
words, he must be a slave, restricted to a slave's wants and
destined to a slave's lot. And what better "role model" for
a slave than the Negro?
The empirical history of the Negro has been one of
savagery or slavery; savagery when isolated, slavery when
contacted. Socially, culturally and politically he is man
kind's lowest common denominator. As unpalatable as it
may be to Instaurationists, he is now equal to us because
he has all the criteria necessary for membership in the
NWO. He is equal to what we are being systematically re
duced to. Having deduced a set of "common" denomina
tors or cultural phenomena universal to all sentient or
semi-sentient creatures and societies, the Change Agent is
quite correct in his strident assertions of black parity with
each one of them. By these standardized uniformities, nec
essarily rudimentary and primitive, the Negro is our equal.
The reasons why the black makes a hands-down, super
lative member of the NWO are so multitudinous that they
are outside the scope of this article. Possibly the Negro's
most endearing quality to Change Agents is his inability to
perceive the world around him in terms of an interlocking
collection of High Ideas called abstracts, those tedious ci
phers which trigger every counterrevolution, civi I disobe
dience, insurrection and reformation. Only the most tangi
ble and palpable realities are perceived by the Negro, and
these not so much perceived as simply sensed by the eye,
the ear, the nose, the tongue and the hand-all synthe
sized into a primal cause and effect. Incapable of seeing
anything so ethereal as a confHct between competing ide
as, the black must perforce reinterpret such conflicts as
jungle-type struggles of pleasure and pain. He wi \I riot and
rampage for things, but never do so for ideas alone. The
true Militant, Revolutionary, Patriot, Martyr and Saint are
never motivated by things. When the black riots and ram
pages, he is instigated by the certainty of loot and justifies
his action by the repetition of crude slogans. (A shotgun or
a rope would readily persuade him to desist.) Accordingly,
a Negro will risk action for a slogan only if he feels that
the slogan wi" lead to a reward that panders to the senses,
but he will not do so for an idea which, at most, will only
lead to the acknowledgment of an esoteric principle. For
all the pathetic rhetoric of a King, Malcolm, Mandela,
Winnie, Douglas or Tutu, the bottom line is invariably a
demand for shinier bones for the noses of dancing picka
ninnies, bones which masquerade under the name of op-
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portunities. Such a mentality is tailor-made for the tyrant
and despot. It is the veritable life's blood of totalitarianism.
Because the black has no natural, innate understanding
of abstracts-as proved, for instance, by the total absence
of such words in his aboriginal languages-an elaborate
set of elementary correspondences have been organized
for him. These become the substitutes that allow him to
function marginally in an ambiance of abstract reality. Re
spect becomes mere fear. Love becomes mere lust. Au
thority becomes brute force. Labor becomes mere shiny
bones. By making the Negro the model citizen of the New
World Order and by making his looming presence in our
lives omni-proximate, what happens is that gradually his
baseline correspondences to our Higher Ideas become the
only definitions categorically understood by all and sun
dry. Consequently, our original semantical cognition of
our own traditional abstracts is being replaced by primi
tive substitutions.
The task before the Change Agents is to so alter all def
initions, priorities, standards and values that near-absolute
reaction to a Common Equality becomes a day-to-day fact.
Because Negritude is, the bar none, most basic "equality,"
the Negro becomes the de facto New Equal to which all
must descend, and any limitation he is incapable of tran
scending must be eliminated. Any priority, any idealized
form of conduct, etiquette or deportment which inflexibly
and rigorously demands behavior above the mean must be
abolished. Any virtue or morality considered as legitimate
ideals to guide and inspire, and founded on Higher Ethics
or Natural Law must be eradicated utterly from the collec
tive conscious. Such ideals must be made to seem intoler
ant, chauvinistic, inhibiting, bigoted, exclusive and mad.
To even insinuate the existence of any natural disparity or
inequality must be denounced as "divisive." Manliness
must give way to mere maleness, which reduces to brute ag
gression and animal vitality. Femininity must yield to mere
femaleness: wantonness and submission. Pleasure must be
centered on orgasm as the authentic form of happiness.
Differences that are apart, above or beyond these ele
mental essentials will be deemed not so much irrelevant
as anti-relevant, for they oppose and contradict this Broth
erhood of Mediocrity. The thesis of Micro-Anthropomorphism
must be firmly inculcated until it is accepted as axiomatic.
Micro-Anthropomorphism is the tendency to personify that
which is below or inferior to man, assigning to it charac
teristics of humanity, imputing to it emotions, sentiments,
cognition, perception and other qualities of Higher Sen
tience. This manic obsession to bestow upon less devel
oped humans one's own personality, foibles, virtues, mo
rais, beliefs and idiosyncrasies eventually distills into Pan
Egalitarianism: the concept that everything is qualitatively
equal and that no thing has any more or less significance,
meaning, rank, priority or importance than any other
thing. The reduction of all to nothing becomes the penulti
mate Nihilism. Once begun, Micro-Anthropomorphism
becomes pathogenic, fixating on the dissolution of high to
low, sharp to dull, hard to easy, great to small, mental to
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physical, logic to gut instinct, from thinking in general to
feeling in general. rhus the institution of Entropy is trans
formed into the primary social agenda.
The sum total of all this makes the standard racialist
counter-arguments ineffective. Consider this, My Brothers
and Sisters, if and when all of our ancient racial norms,
goals, morals, virtues, agendas, functions, imperatives, eth
ics, standards, values, objectives and ideas are finally
obliterated from the White Public Mind, once a set of "cul
tural universals" are culled from the lowest common de
nominators of Negro behavior, then any possible argu
ment normally advanced by Instaurationists becomes er
roneous. We will be the equals of the lowest unequals.
White boys who cup their genitals to emphasize their
feelings and who believe it is perfectly decorous to rape a
girl on the first date are equal to African cannibals. Once
all memory of standards, values and morals of historic
Western Civilization are eradicated from the public con
sensus, then any attempt to employ them will be met with
collective outrage. For some time it has been taught that
the lofty ideals and codes of Western Man were a" lies,
that never did a single white ever personally aspire to any
such ideals and codes, that they never existed in practice,
that the very same acts of vice, sodomy, folly, sin, immo
rality and crime committed in Haiti were the virtual sta
ples of life in Europe for thousands of years.
The New World Order of the Change Agents cannot
happen without pervasive racial homeostasis. As long as
the earth remains divided into autonomous states com
posed of autonomous individuals with indivisible sexual,
racial and cultural identities, then world government of
any kind remains but utopian twaddle. For this pernicious
futurology to succeed a ubiquitous Mono-Identity must be
indoctrinated, one common enough to include all and ex
clude none. Economic redistribution of not only material
resources but even of history must take place. It must be
shown that everyone invented and accomplished every
thing together. Universal Mongrelization must occur, and
only the traits and characteristics common to the least and
most dysfunctional of the population must be upheld as
standards for all.
The next time your children ask you what they will
grow up to be, take them to the United Nations and let
them see the New Everyman at work and play.
FURIOUS FRED

Time to remember a heroine in the

Battle for Birth Control and Eugenics
One of the greatest figures of the 20th century is en joy
ing a bit of a revival. The writings and teachings of Marga
ret Sanger (1879-1966), the American pioneer of the birth
control movement, are now popping up in the media with
some regularity. Earlier this year, despite cries of "racist"
and "bigot" by minorityites, she was inducted into the Ari
zona Women's Hall of Fame.
Sanger was born Margaret Higgins, one of 11 children
of Irish-Catholic immigrants. She married William Sanger
in 1902 and bore him three children. Though an impor
tant voice in the eugenic policies and politics in America
in the 1920s and 30s, she is remembered chiefly for her
work in changing the beliefs and laws that had to do with
birth control.
Certain people with long memories prefer to remem
ber what they conceive to be bad rather than good. A re
cent reference to Mrs. Sanger by soi-disant "conservative"
columnist Cal Thomas pilloried her for her beliefs on eu
genics, which relates to the improvement of the species by
selective breeding and is a serious no-no today. Thomas
was decrying the possibility of the government paying for
abortions for poor women, viewi ng it as a vei led attempt
to hold down the numbers of the black ghetto poor. He
snidely compared this policy to Mrs. Sanger's activities on
behalf of eugeniCS.
The "mother of birth control" first won fame as a fiery
opponent of the Comstock Law of 1873, noted for pre
venting the dissemination of information about contracep
tives. Working as a nurse in New York City, Sanger was
shocked by the dreadful poverty and early deaths of poor
women caused by constant pregnancies and abortions. Af
ter founding the National Birth Control League, she
opened the first birth control clinic in America in Brook
lyn in 1916.
Following a bitter, decades-long struggle-at one time
she was jailed for 30 days-Sanger won her battles on
most fronts. Birth control, with its many devices and
chemicals, is now a noncontroversial part of American
life, except among Catholics and fundamentalists.
SurpriSingly, her other chief interest-eugenics
created very little furor at the time. Even when she warned
that attempts to hel p the poor
were the surest sign that our civilization has bred, is breeding,
and is perpetuating constantly increasing numbers of defec
tives, delinquents, and dependents.

Strong words that have come back to haunt us.
The reason Sanger's stance on eugenics did not stir up
a storm of controversy was that in those days most think
ing people agreed with her. For millennia our ancestors
had been quite aware that the characteristics of living

creatures were mainly determined by heredity, and many
of our forebears tried to practice what they believed. They
knew eugenics had created a considerable number of the
plants and animals that we presently depend on for food

Margaret Sanger started the ball rolling

and materials, a process we continue today with huge sci
entific programs.
In the 1920s and 30s our parents and grandparents en
thuSiastically embraced the concept of compulsory popu
lation control. More than half of the states passed laws
providing for the sterilization of the insane, the criminals
and the "feebleminded."
Back then such laws and regulations were approved by
a majority of Americans as a logical, reasonable approach
to help solve genetic defects that were passed on from
generation to generation. In a 1927 decision upholding a
sterilization law for mental defectives in state institutions,
the highly regarded and almost sacrosanct Supreme Court
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote, "Three generations
of imbeciles are enough."
People concerned with our present population and im
migration policies point to the rising tide of illiterates,
school dropouts, criminals and welfare recipients as evi
dence that the numbers of the "wrong" people are increas
ing dramatically. To make matters much worse, sociolo
gists and demographers tell us the bi rthrate of the middle
classes of all races-the productive people-has fallen
way below replacement numbers.
As the social order worsens each day, it might be wise
to restudy the career and the writings of Margaret Sanger.
She knew what we should do when it was unlawful to do
it. Let us honor her today by doing it.
323
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Hanukkah, not Santa, Is Comin' to Town
Instaurationists! H ave you picked a gift for that spe
cial Choseni te ye t? Why no t melt the hear t of your local
ADL Torquemada with on e of these hoosy items listed
in a J ewish catalog.

c

Know of a Hebrew with a sweet tooth? Sure to tickle the taste
buds of young Jews is a chocolate Hanukkah Treasure Chest ful l of
milk ch oco late gelt coins "wrapped in gleaming foiL" ( A)

Does Sammy' s door look strangely naked? Buy him a Burning
Bush mezuzah to hang o n his door, so he can keep out all those
Holocaust-denying anti -Semi tes. (B)

B

D

Getting hungry yet? There's an inflatable bagel that will soothe
your appetite and give your hot breath somewhere to go. (C)

For your favorite Jewi sh tippler, a shirt w ith the seal and motto,
"Maccabee Beer T-shirt. " (D)

E

"Happy Hanukkah" trolls with eledric blue hair, described as a
"fad, a craze, a mishegass!" might look good on Sammy's desk. (E)
" .. IHI\'T 11\\ I Til Dr H"'IoU

He's bound to like yuks, s get him the com ed y album, When
You're in Love the Whole World's Jew; h. (F)

"lit' lUI :"., 1\ I,UH
t Hf "H 'H" " .. n~ 1.IiJn.~ s ll

F
How abou t Pessach Haggadah in Memory of the Holocausc a book
which "puts the Passover story in a Holocaust context"? The cover
has an artist's lovely renderi ng of those smoke-belching Krema. (G)

Noah wasn't Jewish, but this Ark is 100% Yiddish. The ani ma ls
are co nfigured to ho ld candles. The gi raffe is the shammish the tall
st candle and th e one that li ghts the others. (H)

So forget Christm as an d all th at passe gOylsh caroling,
jingle-belling and reindeer-driven sl ds. Get into the I-Ian
ukkah mode. The presents you receive will be more ex
p nsivc, and you won't have Lo put up with all those un
Ko her holly wreath , shedding trees and sooty antas.
MINNIE M .
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How to respond...

If You Get Called a Racist
Being called a racist these days is almost as bad as being
called a sexual abuser of children. No matter how groundless
the charges, suspicion will never go away, and rumors will con
tinue to circulate. In child abuse cases, the accused can declare
his innocence on the witness stand. If a jury believes him, his
name will be cleared and he will go free. Although the suspicion
will continue, he had his day in court.
When you are accused of the equally serious charge of ra
cism, how should you reacH
One tactic is to deny the charge. Virtually every person who
reads this magazine can do so in good faith, since almost all of
us do not fit the stereotype of the redneck racist so dear to the
hearts of anti racists.
On the other hand, we must admit to being racists as we de
fine the term. We see racial differences as powerful (but not all
powerful) determinants of the specific successes and failures of
specific peoples. That genes shape culture is one of our most
deeply held beliefs. We champion ethnostates to allow for the
flowerings of diverse groups. Races are the building blocks of
species: only by genetic and geographic separation of subspecies
can new species evolve. Far from being supremacists, we see our
race as one among several candidates to continue evolution's
story.
If you are accused of racism, should you admit it and follow
up your confession by stating that you have been persuaded by
the evidence that races differ in the innate distribution of intelli
gence and temperament? In other words, should you start ar
guing? Alas, this will only get you into trouble. After all, if your
accusers were rational, they too would be persuaded by the evi
dence and be racists themselves.
Maybe it is best to issue a flat denial, shut up and pray the
whole accusation will be forgotten. If you are running for politi
cal office or a high-level political appointment, any charge of ra
cism can be devastating. It can still be serious even if you have
an ordinary job.
All in all, it's a good idea to swallow your pride by keeping
quiet. Other writers for this magazine will call you a coward.
This hurts, for the obvious reason that the charge has merit. If
those who have really taken the trouble to look closely into the
issue of race and have come to the conclusion that it is terribly,
terribly important, far more important than the routine political
issues of the day ...if these few hardy and independent souls do
not speak out, who will? Yes, I know you have a job to keep and
kids-white kids-to raise. But what is more important, your job,
your kids-even if you have eight of them-or your race? One
racist can make a difference, certainly far more of a difference
than one more person angry about Bill Clinton's spending pro
grams. I'm among those who want to drastically scale back the
size of government, but I have little new to say on the subject. I
might as well xerox columns written by conservatives.
How can a racist work for his race today? I can't think of any
groups I'd like to join. Too many of them seem to be tied up to
the Identity Christian business or at least tolerant of it. Being tol
erant of a few loonies for the sake of the cause is one thing, but
when loonies dominate, I can never be sure the rational part
the racism, that is-won't be forgotten and the crazy parts will
come to the fore.
Joining a racist group is not a wise move to make when one

out of every two or three members is likely to be an informer.
Writing articles for racist journals is a better idea-something I
do myself. If you have the energy, you can start up your own
journal. Or try to get letters published in mainstream newspapers
and magazines.
Back to the question of what to do when accused of being a
racist. If you ask your accuser what he means by the word, he
may define it so broadly that almost everyone is a racist. He may
then zero in on you by implying that you fit the narrow definition
of a genocidal hater. In a court of law you would have a chance
to respond and confront him with the gap between the denota
tion (broad definition) and connotation (narrow definition). But
this won't work in your case. You stand accused and run the risk
you will be fired for something else. They can always get you for
Npoor performance," since this is subjective. Once you are
dubbed a racist, your job performance standards will escalate. So
prudence may dictate that you simply deny being a racist and
hope against hope you'll be forgotten, along with all the others
who have been similarly accused.
I have one other suggestion: say you have not yet made up
your mind. I don't think anyone has ever given this response, so
your accuser won't know what to do next. He will probably pre
fer to slink away and forget the whole thing. Otherwise he
would have to think about what this response means. Thinking is
precisely what antiracists do not want to do. They prefer to go
along with the equalitarian crowd, acquiring a sense of belong
ing by mouthing antiracist cliches.
Why not try Ol~t the off-putting "haven't decided yet" re
sponse? You'll find it is personally satisfying, much more so than
denial.
If anyone ever produces a study arguing that Negroes are
every bit as smart as whites, I want to read it. And so would every
reader of this magazine. It's the antiracists who are the dogma
tists and bigots. They have not a single scientific study to support
their position, while we have many to support ours-to support
it, not to make it absolute.
Maybe your accuser will talk back if you say you don't know
whether you are a racist. But he probably won't hate you for this
response. Most people admire open-mindedness. You can ex
plain you have read some articles by Arthur Jensen but haven't
delved further into the subject. Say you'd like to read articles
supporting racial equality in intelligence. Could your accuser
please give you copies of such literature? It's up to you whether
to get argumentative and tell him there are no such articles and
ask him for reasons why he is an anti racist. At any rate you've
discharged the obligation to your conscience, and you may have
saved your job.
ROBERT THROCKMORTON

Ponderable Quote
We should not forget that our tradition is one of
protest and revolt, and it is stultifying to celebrate
the rebels of the past whi Ie we si lence the rebels of
the present.
Henry Steele Comm.lger, historian (born 1902)
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Stereotypes Just Won't Unstick
Americans are constantly assailed for
harboring or fostering stereotypes. The
reason is clear. Stereotypes are negative
for some folk groups.
A stereotype is a mental picture that
collectively represents a folk group. The
stereotype may be only a perception, but
as a wise man once said, "All perceptions
are true, although they may not be valid."
A stereotype depicts the outward appear
ance, character or history of a folk's most
representative type. It is normally the first
mental picture that pops to mind when
the folk name is mentioned. This image
or perception is not representative of a
particular individual; it is focused on the
group he springs from.
Stereotypes serve one of the most basic
needs of all folk groups, indeed of all hu
man beings. They provide a group or an
individual with the means of distinguish
ing one individual from another and one
group from another. (This is poison for
those who would have different groups
melt together and destroy separate folk
identities.)
Stereotypes also happen to be all
important for dividing people into catego
ries. Without the ability to categorize, dis
criminate and define, different things and
different names have no meaning. This in
evitably leads to everything blending into
an indistinguishable mass. It is impossible
to perceive different folk groups and
maintain that the groups are separate and
distinct unless they have-or are given
some definable outer form. The tendency

..

to seek a description for the group, based
on what is most typical or representative
of the group, is quite natural.
Stereotyping seems threatening to cer
tain groups who are perceived in a nega
tive light by the people stereotyping
them. If one takes the time to read the fol
lowing list, it becomes readily apparent
why the destruction of stereotypes is the
first priority of the anti-racists in this
country and abroad.
American: Frontiersman in a coonskin
cap and buckskins, and armed with a
long rifle.
Russian: Cossack
Englishman: Palace guard with redcoat
amfbearskin hat.
Southerner: Redneck with a baseball cap.
Confederate soldier. Hillbilly.
Canadian: Lumberjack. Mountie.
Mexican: Burro pusher with a sombrero.
Bandido with ammunition crossbelts.
Latin American: Peasant in a straw hat,
white suit and sandals.
Scot: Bagpipe player in a kilt.
Irishman: Leprechaun.
Gennan: Bavarian in lederhosen.
Swede: A beautiful blonde.
Jew: A slick, money-grasping conman.
A kibbitzing kvetcher.

Norwegian: A fisherman.
Texan: Cowboy.
Hollander: A broom-wielding housewife
in wooden shoes, winged hat and long
platinum braids.
Italian: A spaghetti chef.
Spaniard: Bullfighter.
East European: No clear-cut stereotype;
maybe a 19th Century peasant.
Arab: Camel-riding desert nomad.
Australian: Hunter in khaki outfit with
an Aussie military-style felt hat.
Black:. Bebopping boy with a boom box.
A cotton-picking s1ave.

African: Native with spear and loin cloth.
Indian (American): Savage plains warri
or with feather headdress.
Indian (Asian): Half-naked starving beg
gar on a street corner.
Chinese: Bowing coolie in black paja
mas with a long pigtail.
Japanese: Woman in a kimono.
South Sea Islander: Beach-combing na
tive wearing a lava-lava.
Eskimo: Native in arctic furs with a har
poon.
F.R.CONROW

Black-less Areas in the American West
The 24 Western states contain 722
counties where, according to the 1990
Census, not one single black person re
sides. Only 281 counties in the 26 East
ern states have a similar status, which
makes the West the "whiter part of the
U.S." The 1,053 American zero-black
population (ZBP) counties comprise about
40% of the country's land mass. Altogeth
er the U.S. has 3,139 counties or county
equivalents.
The American East contains 10 of the
11 states that have no (repeat no) ZBP
counties. They are Alabama, Connecticut,
Delaware, Florida, louisiana, Maryland,
Massachusetts, Mississippi, New Jersey,
Rhode Island and South Carolina. In con
trast, every single state west of the Missis
sippi River has a minimum of 8 ZBP
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counties. California has the fewest, most
clinging to the common border with Ne
vada and Oregon. There are no views of
the Pacific Ocean in California ZBP
counties. Iowa gets the prize for the larg
est number of ZBP counties-71 out of a
total of 99 statewide. Eight other Western
states share the honor with Iowa of claim
ing 50 or more ZBP counties. They are
Kansas with 67, Nebraska 66, Minnesota
64, Texas 63, South Dakota 60, Missouri
57 and Montana 50.
Six Western states have some counties
with neither blacks nor Hispanics: North
Dakota 11, South Dakota 11, Nebraska
10, Montana 4, Kansas 1 and Missouri 1.
Hispanics numbered 22,354,059 in the
1990 census, a whopping 53% increase
in only 10 years. Hispanics, most of

whom Iive in the West, are presently edg
ing out blacks as America's largest minor
ity, with a 9% share of the American pop
ulation. Blacks have a 12.1 % share. The
13.2% increase since 1980 is more than
double the 6% increase of whites, a cate
gory that includes many "off-whites." The
increase of Nordics is likely to be similar
to the small increase registered by the
population of Northern European coun
tries.
The great majority of the 722 ZBP
Western U.S. counties lie east of the
Rocky Mountains. Most have a relatively
small number of Hispanics. Small is de
fined as less than 1,000 per county. Ari
zona, California, Colorado, New Mexico
and Texas have many ZBP counties
which contain more than 1,000 Hispanics.

•

Western states east of the Rockies which
don't touch the Mexican border have low
populations of Hispanics in ZBP counties,
Colorado being the only exception. The
rule of thumb for those seeking white ha
vens in the West is to stay east of the
Rockies and well north of the Mexican
border. Some might care to go as far
north as Canada, where the western prov
inces may one day join the u.S.
For all the noise made by the federal
government and its media mouthpieces,
local government primarily determines
the administration of services most likely
to touch people's lives: schools, police, li
braries, public health institutions, parks,
and even jails, which are generally much

\

safer for whites in ZBP counties than else
where. Local government is county gov
ernment in most places.
More than 200 categories of statistical
information can be found for every u.S.
county in the County and City Data Book
published and updated several times each
decade by the Census Bureau. It is availa
ble in most large libraries. The government
sells it for $45.
Most ZBP counties maintain a county
public library which cheerfully makes
available information about local condi
tions, happenings, real estate and busi
ness conditions. Addresses and phone
numbers for every local public library in
the country are listed in the American

Library Directory, which can be found in
most large libraries or by phoning the
American Library Association at 1-800
545-2433. Ask for the association's li
brary extension, the ALA's special library.
Charles Kuralt's, On the Road with
Charles Kuralt (Putnam, 1985), describes
16 different ZBP counties, including some
in the West. Three videos based on Ku
ralt's On the Road television series are
available in many libraries. They present
a number of charming visual portraits of
zero-black population counties, though
the videotape is predictably laced with
dollops of minority racist propaganda.

JOHN MANCHESTER

Israel Firster in the White House
It is hardly news to readers of Instaura
tion that the Clinton White House is in
fested with homosexuals, radical leftists,
minority fanatics, kooks and weirdos of
all types and persuasions. In this gaggle of
human frailty, one name stands out:
Rahm Emanuel. Remember him.
Emanuel is not notable for incompe
tence, like so many of Clinton's hapless
advisers. Nor is he a shrieking loon or a
woolly-headed intellectual pseud, thrash
ing about in the West Wing. Far from it.
All indications are that at age 33 he is a
tough, cold, crafty operator. What he is in
terms of the country's national security is
a Fifth Columnist, a dangerous, disloyal
element to be smoked out and hung
around Clinton'S neck until the banana
backboned human swill known as the
Washington Establishment is finally forc
ed to say: Mr. President, you have gone
too far.
Emanuel, needless to say, is one of the
Chosen, hardly a distinction in the Clin
ton Administration. What sets him apart is
his ruthless aggressiveness and his steely
determination in a gang notably lacking
in common grit. These unwholesome
traits will carry him far in the nation's capi
tal, though his rudeness to fellow White
House staffers has occasionally caused
him to stumble. Rest assured, any and all
setbacks will be temporary.
Emanuel was described in a Wall Street
Journal article as having been a "trained
ballet dancer." The key to understanding
where he is really coming from, however,
is not in his twinkle toes. During the Gulf
War, he dropped out of a tough re
election campaign for Chicago Mayor
Richard Daley to join the Israeli army. A

senior operative of the Democratic Party,
the man who would be the chief fundrais
er for the 1992 Democratic presidential
campaign, the man who later became
White House political director and who
now heads up Clinton's IIrapid response"
communications dept., runs off to join a
foreign army when the armed forces of
IIhis own" country, the United States of

Rahm Emanuel

America, are preparing to wage war in
the same area of the world. To be sure,
the Gulf War was fought in part on behalf
of Israeli interests, but that changes noth
ing. The point is that this man demon
strated in the most graphic possible man
ner where his true allegiance lies. This
goes way beyond chutzpah; it is a naked
display of contempt for America, the
American people, American law, the
armed forces and our political system.

Such conduct should have been suffi
cient, even in these degraded times, to
keep him out of the highest offices in the
land forever. Unfortunately, it wasn't.
This Zionist agent (what other term is
appropriate?) is at the right hand of Presi
dent Clinton as he attempts to monitor
the most difficult peace since the end of
WWII, the agreement that turns Gaza and
Jericho over to Palestinian rule. If the
peace accord fails, we may be sucked
into future armed confrontations that will
make what has gone before in the Middle
East mere child's play. Endless piles of
money are on the table; our money and
their table. It is totally unacceptable that a
person like Emanuel should be allowed to
occupy a post in the White House at any
time; that he is there now, considering
the ongoing events in the Middle East, is
a th~eat to national security.
But let us forget about the present. The
real danger is that this foreign agent will
be allowed to remain and, using his un
doubted bureaucratic skills, gnaw his way
into the very vitals of our system. Then a
dozen or so years hence he may follow
the footsteps of Henry Kissinger and be
come the nation's second Jewish Secre
tary of State.
There have been many Zionist traitors
lodged in our government over the years,
but few with the sneering arrogance and
cool self-confidence of Emanuel. None
had had the sheer bloody cheek to run off
and join the Israeli Army while U.S. Re
servists had been bidding their families
good-bye, perhaps for the last time. Yes,
this guy is different-and he needs to be
bridled.
N.B. FORREST
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Down With Nitpickers
N.B. Forrest and Vic Olvir being my Instauration writers of
choice, it irritates me to read such nitpicking criticisms as those
purveyed by Zips 660 and 368. I was glad to see Forrest's rebut
tal in the July issue. No one with any knowledge of history could
deny that Christianity, while originating in Asia, was greatly al
tered by Europeans and is the only extant "European" religion.
I go along with the critics of Christianity who are revolted
and dismayed by liberation theology and the antiwhite attitude
of the World Council of Churches. Christianity has undergone
considerable change, for the worse, in this century. Popes and
cardinals of the Counter-Reformation would not recognize Vati
can II Catholicism. I very much doubt that Luther or Calvin
would acknowledge contemporary Lutherans and Presbyterians
to be their spiritual descendants.
625

Get Off Your Atheistic Kick
I have read Instauration for the past 8 or 10 years. During that
time it has carried dozens of articles of extreme interest to me. I
have enjoyed it immensely because of the intellectual content
and the Majority stance of most of those articles and poems. N.B.
Forrest, one of my favorite writers, writes like I think. None of his
writing is disagreeable to me.
What is disagreeable about Instauration is the repugnant arti
cles by atheists and their railings against Christians, Christianity
and the Christian Scriptures. You publish those things because
you evidently believe the same way. Consequently the alienation
of a large segment of the Majority continues apace.
What you are really saying is that you wish to be free to believe
and "push" your atheistic agenda, but want no part of a moral
belief system such as Christianity. You are thus outside the
"mainstream," but speak as if yours is the Majority belief in this
country. You should know that with this intellectual stance you
have sided with the most dangerous enemy of Christendom
International Jewry. Every article against Christians and their
Scriptures that you print aids and abets the antiwhite cause. At
least you could stop alienating that segment of your readership
which stands with the Majority. I know that secular humanism
seems to rule the day, but thanks to all the persecution by the
ACLU, People for the American Way and similar organizations,
Christianity is reviving, and once fully aroused it will be a mighty
force. It will know, as it always has, how to take care of the Jews.
Religion, whether Islam, Buddhism or Christian, teaches mo
rality to its adherents. That is the crux of the matter. Atheism
does not teach morality, civility or anything essential to a high
civilization. By removing the supernatural from any significant
consideration and relativizing truth and morality, secularism has
tried to dethrone God and exalt man. In the process human be
ings have lost their intrinsic worth and have allowed their values
to rest almost exclusively on their functional and economic capa
bilities.
The decline of the u.S. cannot be stopped. There will prob
ably be a confrontation of some sort in the near future. But that is
not going to reverse the general trend. Our once high civilization
is dying. Soon it will be completely dead. There is no hope for it.
Whatever future resistance there is to the decline will not
come from secular humanist or atheistic sources. It will come
from people like Randy Weaver. There are many, and you may
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be among them, who say that religion has been the cause of all
the ills of Western Europe, Russia and the Americas. Not so! It is
bad religion that has been the cause of most of the wars and re
ligious schisms of the past 2,000 years.
864

Racial Roots of American Music
October's Canadian Subscriber may be a bit on the pessimis
tic side in claiming that keeping one's racial skirts clean in
choosing musical entertainment is nigh impossible, minority in
fluences being what they are. While it's true that blacks have, so
to speak, heavily polluted the contemporary musical waters,
there still exists tons of records and tapes from an earlier time
when white tastes ruled. With these gems in his musical library
the Instaurationist can look forward to endless hours of wonder
ful and racially honest listening. Though Jews came to dominate
the production, presentation and promotion of popular music as
early as WWI, the genre remained infused with the European idi
om well into the 1940s. The "great" Jewish composers-Berlin,
Gershwin, Youmans, Kern, Rodgers, et ai-found they could
make box--office fortunes by transforming what they encountered
in the concert and music halls of Europe into "American" popu
lar songs. In essence, they made Tin Pan Alley into a warehouse
of stolen music. On their annual summer holiday swings
throughout Europe in the interwar period, these Broadway titans
lifted what they wanted from such musical luminaries as the
brothers Strauss, "Waltz King" Robert Stolz and Franz Merry
Widow Lehar. They "borrowed" the singing style of immortals
like Herbert Ernst Groh and Zarah Leander and the musical or
chestrations of the great popular bands of the day-Georges Bou
langer, Robert Gaden, Bernhard Ette, Barnabas-von Geczy, Peter
Igelhoff and (out at the UFA sound studios) Otto Dobrindt. What
the Jews heard in Europe in the summer of 1930, for example,
Americans would be humming, in somewhat adulterated form,
the following winter. So fear not about the racial roots of Ameri
ca's "Golden Age" of popular music. They go straight back to the
Viennese operetta, the Italian and Spanish ballad form and the
Argentine tango.
220

A Brown-Eyed Reader Doth Protest
If Instauration's intention was to create a degree of excite
ment by publicizing my ethnic origin in the July issue, you have
succeeded not admirably but mischievously. The question in my
mind and in the mind of any honest and forthright reader of In
stauration is: Would you have made the same prejudicial distinc
tion if I were not an ethnic Armenian, but of Dutch, Irish, Eng
lish, German or French ancestry? Please, don't respond! I know
the answer and you know the answer. Let's keep it a secret.
What am I? I am an American of Armenian ancestry! But you
and Zip 563 (Oct. 1993) both deny and begrudge me that privi
lege, and dare to denigrate my ancestors by alluding to prejudi
cial myths about the physical characteristics of my lineage. To
Zip 563, I say I would prefer to be a Jew rather than an American
like you who will deny his heritage at the flip of a coin. At least
the Jews have given the world Christ and Einstein. What have
you, you personally, given to this great country? Now, don't tell
me that you belong to the Aryan race. The true Aryans are the

Armenians and the pure Persians. Western civilization is no civil
ization without Greek civilization, upon whom you and your ilk
look down. If it were not for the Armenian Byzantine emperors,
too many to list, civilization too would have had a premature
death like white America will have, if you and your kind keep
nailing mythical wedges between white ethnic groups.
Today you and I are in the same boat. Our nation is in deep
trouble. Does it really matter that you have blue eyes and I have
brown?
The white man, you and I, has lost his guts and become a mi
nority worshiper. I am on your side. Whether you like it or not,
we are of the same stock. You can laugh all you want, but you
and I and all the sultans of Turkey are not going to get rid of the
Armenians.

very special animal. It's balanced when you take into account
the competition. It's a steam-releasing forum for lively discus
sions among people in different race-conscious niches. Maybe
you don't know your Good Book, but maybe you don't care. If
you don't believe it is divinely inspired, don't let it bother you.
Herds and herds of Christians bleat about being attacked by a
handful of marauding Menckenites. Welt mutton to 'em! Let 'em
read Chronicles or some other intelligent conservative Christian
focused journal. The point of this tirade, Mister Editor, is: Don't
give in to Christian demands to douse the debates. Fire is a
source of energy. This sword-clanging makes Instauration
thought-provoking, excites new and high-quality readers and
points up the diversity of movement, by expanding the range of
people who might want to join us.

M.M.
951

The Editor Can't Stop Editing
I snarled slightly when I read Zip 983's letter (Oct. 1993) that
says the editor's "intentions are honest." Every letter of mine that
Instauration has printed has been bowdlerized. What also galls
me is you must be doing this to everybody's letters. We are real
people out here. When you edit my letters, I feel used and be
trayed. I feel angry. I get the feeling that the magazine is just your
ego trip. Everyone else doesn't exist, except to supply you with
raw material, which you slant. You are like the L.A. Times! I
have the feeling that this urge to edit crept in slowly and you
gave in to it and now you feel compelled to alter everything just
a little bit. I swear, if you bowdlerize the hell out of my Joe Six
pack article in this issue, I may never send you another thing. I
just reread ie and I can see crucial sentences that you are going
to cut out or twist. It twists my gut.
913

More Appropriate Flag
The Backtalk essay by Zip 110 (Sept. 1993) was exciting. The
white patriotic movement desperately needs a unifying banner
and the Betsy Ross flag is on target. It stands for the glorious spirit
and ideals of those who founded the American Republic and is
unsullied by any connection with modern America and the New
World Order.

Deemphasize the Nordic Stuff
I'm writing both to praise and to offer a reasoned argument
for my criticisms. Firsc you should be proud of the caliber of
thought and expression in Hermann's piece on Ecology and
O'Regan's on Economics (Sept. 1993). That both articles tran
scended the particularities of their topics and were structured
upon overarching principles made them a joy to read. It strikes
me that one of these basic principles is Newton's famous "Na
ture, to be commanded, must be obeyed."
I agree with some readers that you overemphasize the stature
of the contributions and characteristics of Nordics. Though my
ancestry is 100% Germanic, with an obviously heavy Nordic en
dowment, the way you harp on Nordicism makes it appear you
are unaware that one of the great assets of whites is their genetic
diversity. No other race has such diversity, which must account
in part for the spirit of individuality and venturesomeness unique
to whites.
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Don't Douse the Debates
Far too much of Majority literature is either lowbrow tabloid
enmity, apocalyptic head-banging kiddie punk or Scripture
chanting fundamentalism that sends parents stampeding into bi
ology classes to demand equal time for Adam and Eve. Unfortu
nately, as the generally broadminded and astute N.B. Forrest
very wisely noted, we can't afford to alienate Christians because
their numbers offer us a lot of potential supporters. They are
obeying healthy instincts when they try to defend our culture
from the state! They're not all dummies either. Like the skinheads
and Odinists, the Christians have their own publications!
But there's only one Instauration. It's a breath of fresh air, a

let's go back to our original flag, the one that Betsy supposedly
made and Barbara Frietchie supposedly waved at.
Instantly recognizable and understood, it can be purchased at
most any flag store. Our movement is growing, though the
growth has been chaotic and disorganized. A unifying symbol is
needed. The Betsy Ross flag is it. Hoist it high!
144

Gaseous Omission
I take issue with Revisionisticus, who, in his otherwise excel
lent article (Oct. 1993L seems to have neutralized the Revisionist
ace in the hole when he writes "under normal conditions and at
normal room temperature, it still takes about half an hour for
most of the cyanide to leave [the inert carrier of an opened can
of Zyklon B]." This statement, if true, would validate much of the
eyewitness testimony! Even if we assume normal room tempera
ture as high as 77°F, the statement is false. The "Luftl Report"
Oournal of Historical Review, Vol. 12, No.4) demonstrates that
after 30 minutes at that temperature no more than 8% of the cya
nide would be released, and that it would take another 15 1/2
hours for the remaining 92% to be released! It is this fact-the
slow, relatively steady action (with resulting cyanide residue) of
Zyklon B which renders all of the eyewitness testimonies obso
lete. RevisionisticLis seems to have abandoned the coup de grace!
199
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Murder Boosts Record Sales
Interscope Records, a rap label affiliat
ed with Time Warner, is looking to cash
in on the growing notoriety of its new star
Calvin Broadus, a.k.a. Snoop Doggy Dogg.
Mr. Dogg "emerged from nowhere to star
dom" with his appearance last year on
the disc, The Chronic, by ebony rapper
Dr. Dre.
A 21-year old, 6-foot, 4-inch native of
long Beach (CA), Dogg was selling crack
and hanging out with the Crips by his
mid-teens. After participating in the MTV
Music Awards in California last Septem
ber, he was charged with murder, along
with bodyguard McKinley lee, and re
leased on $l-million bail. Although his
attorney claims that Dogg and his pals
were acting in self-defense, that's not the
way a spokesman for the long Beach po
lice saw it. He said the murder was gang
related and that the victim, Phillip Wolde
mariam, was unarmed and shot in the
back by McKinley lee, while Snoop Dogg
was at the wheel of his black 1993 jeep.
Far from making Mr. Dogg damaged
goods, the murder charge is predicted to
boost sales of his first solo album. Origi
nally scheduled for release in early Octo
ber, the distributor withheld it to whet the
jaded appetites of the buying public. "If
he actually gets sent to jail, this record's
going to go through the roof," said one
record store owner, already salivating over
the expectation of fat profits.

fellow songwriter Andre Wicker, a.k.a.
Gangsta Dresta, for betraying fellow Con
goids through negative stereotypes. His
Honor went on to say:
I won't name the specific racial group
that's using you, brother, but they are de
stroying us and having a lunch and a bar
mitzvah at the same time. And we know
from history that the minute they get fin
ished making enough money off you, you'll
be sitting beside Mike Tyson in prison.

The ADl and Simon Wiesenthal Cen
ter wasted no time weighing in with sharp
rebukes. ADl flack David lehrer charac
terized Bradley'S remarks as "anti-Semitic,
inflammatory and tragically divisive."
Rabbi Marvin Hier, "dean" of the Wiesen
thai Center, vented his outrage at "the
worst kind of stereotyping, typical of such
Nazi leaders as joseph Goebbels and juli
us Streicher."
At a press conference held later, May
or Bradley remarked,
While I apologize for the use of the
word bar mitzvah, it is still true that the ma
jority of these black exploitation films and
music videos are controlled by non-African
Americans, and are, in fact, controlled by
people of the Jewish faith.

It will be interesting to track the politi
cal future of this unusually outspoken and
verisimilitudinous pol.

Hollow Victory

In 1988, a Michigan anti-abortion co
alition of Catholics and Christian Funda
"Gangsta Rappers" and Jews
During the first week of November,
mentalists succeeded in limiting taxpayer
funded Medicaid abortions to those in
two more big-name black "gangsta rap
which the mother's life is threatened. Ap
pers" were arrested: Tupac Shakur, is cur
rently out on bail after being charged
proved by 57 to 43 by the state legisla
ture, proponents said the measure would
with shooting two off-duty cops in Atlan
save taxpayers $6 to $7 million a year.
ta. In New York, William Drayton, a.k.a.
Flavor Flav of the group Public Enemy,
The limitation took effect on Decem
ber 12, 1988. The results are now in.
was charged with attempted murder for
Since the abortion funding ban, the birth
taking a shot at a neighbor.
rate of Detroit's largely black teenage
While an outfit called the National
population has soared nearly 30%. Until
Political Congress of Black Women has
the ban, the number of babies born in
launched a country-wide petition drive
Detroit had declined steadily since 1954.
against "gangsta rap," other melanoids
Anti-abortion fanatics, who often in
view the violence-provoking music as
voke images of Hitler to justify their op
positive. Shakur's mother, Afeni, a one
position to programs restricting nonwhite
time Black Panther, says she is glad the
births, witlessly asserted that eliminating
blackamoors "are expressing their anger."
free abortions for the poor would discou
Omar Bradley, the black mayor of
Compton (CA), blames jews for fostering
rage them from engaging in sex, which in
turn would reduce the number of unwant
"gangsta rap." At a meeting of the Comp
ed pregnancies. What has happened is
ton City Council where rapper Erick
that after four years, blacks and Hispanics
Wright, a.k.a. Eazy-E, was denied police
permission to produce a video in the city, / are breeding like blacks .and Hispanics
usually breed.
Mayor Bradley openly berated Eazy-E and
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The explosion in the birthrate since
1988 has been almost entirely confined
to the nonwhite enclaves of Metro Detroit
and other large Michigan cities. In white
rural areas, small towns and suburbs the
abortion ban has had virtually no impact.
Before the ban some 18,000 Medicaid
abortions were performed in Michigan
annually, at a cost to taxpayers of approx
imately $6 million. While that money has
been saved by the ban, Michigan taxpay
ers have paid a minimum of $63 million
annually in welfare benefits for newborn
babies, plus another $137 million for the
health and welfare needs of these babies
as they grow up. These estimates, includ
ed in a study published in Obstetrics &
Gynecology (Oct. 1993), are extremely
conservative. They do not include the
costs of food stamps and education. Nor
do they include the costs of law enforce
~ent and jail time.

__ A King Deposed
Fulton County (greater Atlanta) voters
dealt Martin luther King III an unexpect
ed defeat in his bid for chairman of the
county commission. Shortly before the
election, the 35-year-old son of the slain
civil rights leader was leading in the polls
by 18 points over his white opponent,
lawyer and former state representative
Mitch Skandalakis. But when all the votes
were tallied, Skandalakis ended up with
57.4%, compared to King's 42.5%.
Public disclosures that the younger
King had underpaid his federal taxes by at
least $88,000, at a time when locals were
hit with huge property-tax increases that
King had voted for as a member of the
county commission, hurt him badly. A
sore loser, King complained that the num
ber of black voters had been reduced af
ter Fulton County purged the registration
rolls in 1989. He also whined that blacks
were confused by the color of ballots
green for the contest for Atlanta's mayor,
which has now become a "black seat";
white for the county election.

Pan Am's Decline and Fall
The recent dismissal of Thomas A.
Dines as head of all-powerful AIPAC for
.having claimed in print that the percep
tion of Orthodox Jews as smelly and low
class tends to hurt the image of EI AI, the
Israel airline, set me to thinking about my
own harrowing experiences aboard Am
erica's state-sponsored air carrier, the
now defunct Pan American Airways.
Back in its halcyon days Pan Am Clippers
literally set the standard for luxurious in
tercontinental air travel. Only much later
did it become the Mister Smelly of Ameri

can flag carriers by com ing up short on
cleanliness, courtesy and convenience.
Playing bush-league ball in a world of
major-league competition throughout the
1970s, Pan Am dug its own grave. The
whys of its demise were bound up in the
financing of the 1970s-in an image not
unlike that of "smelly" Orthodox Jews
boarding EI AI flights for Tel Aviv.
Finding itself the victim of financial
blunders involving high-cost debt capital
ization, Pan Am decided to trim its oper..
ating costs by hiring equal opportunity
marginals as cabin stewards, while at
tempting to boost its operating revenues
by contracting with the Defense Dept. to
carry dependents of the U.S. military to
their foreign destinations. At one fell swoop,
Pan Am began filling its planes with mi
norityites, both in its crew and its passen
ger components. For the likes of us travel
ing out of Washington's Dulles Airport to
Frankfurt's Rhine-Main, a Pan Am flight
of the 1970s became a Noah's Ark experi
ence of racial polyglotism. Getting there,
as the old United Airlines ad used to
promise, was no longer half the fun.
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Massive Fraud by~ehosenites
Hearings before a Senate subcommit
tee on Investigations have revealed that
two dozen Jewish schools in greater New
York have bilked the federal education
Pell grant program out of millions of dol
lars.
The investigation determined that Jew
ish educational institutions, many of them
operated by Hasidic Jews, listed their tui
tion rates artificially high so that students
could qualify for greater amounts of aid.
Some students were paid stipends merely
to attend classes. Pel! grant money was
disbursed to "pupils" who were no longer
enrolled. "Brokers" were hired to provide
schools with "students" eligible for aid.
Documents required for federal funding
were forged and falsified.
Senator Sam Nunn questioned wheth
er federal money could be spent on pure
ly religious education, such as that of
fered at non-vocational Jewish schools.
Bank and school records disclosed
large sums transferred to Orthodox Jewish
institutes and congregations, which are
ineligible to receive federal aid. Appar
ently some of the money was used for
mortgage payments on Brooklyn build
ings. Hundreds of thousands of dollars
were invested in mutual funds.
Moshe Zev Weisberg, president of a
Yeshiva organization, accused the Senate
committee of "witch-hunting." Mean
while, student grant broker Jacob Ginz
burg has fled the country. Two rabbis,

Simche Waldman and Michael Meisels,
took the Fifth. Other Jewish religious
leaders admonished students not to coop
erate with Senate investigators. One who
did, Sara Hoffman, admitted that in one
year alone she had received four Pel I
grants to attend schools in the New York
area.
Subcommittee counsel Alan Edelman
admitted the senators had never encoun
tered such resistance to their questions
and subpoenas as they had during the
Pell grant probe. Staff investigator David
Buckley disclosed that many of the "stu
dents" who had obtained the grants were
aged Jewish imm igrants recently arrived
from the former Soviet Union.

Refugee Quota

Questioned-

Seymour Reich, president of the Am
erican Zionist Movement, has angered a
number of fellow Chosenites by publicly
questioning whether the U.S. should con
tinue to set aside a third of its annual refu
gee quota for Russian Jews. In light of
Yeltsin's victory over Russian hardliners,
Reich affirmed in somewhat limping Eng
lish, "The Jews of Russia can no longer
claim to be victims of government perse
cution who automatically deserve the
status of refugees for entry into the U.S."
Besides, he went on, if they still want to
leave, they can always go to Israel.
Secretary of State Warren Christopher
cautiously raised this issue last September
when, during a Senate hearing on immi
gration and refugee affairs, he took note
of the need to "bring the Soviet refugee
admissions program into conformity with
emerging realities in the former Soviet
Union."
In recent years, an average of 40,000
Jewish immigrants have been coming to
the U.S. annually. "Refugee resettlement"
is a big business. The Hebrew Immigrant
Aid Society, Council of Jewish Federa
tions and the National Council on Soviet
Jewry are among the organizations that
would be hurt financially were "refujew"
admissions reduced.
Gary Rubin, outgoing director of na
tional affairs for the American Jewish
Committee, boasted that Chosenites have
been instrumental in manipulating U.S.
refugee policy:
Jewish support has been a vital part of a
coalition that has succeeded in bringing
Asian and African and other [non-white]
refugees to the United States. Were the Jew
ish slice to drop out, there would be a
weakening of the overall coalition.

In 1993, the U.S. admitted approxi-,
mately 120,000 people officially desig
nated as "refugees." (A refugee is some

one overseas who petitions for permission
to move to the U.S., asserting that his life
would be in danger if he returned to or
continued to live in his homeland.) Pend
ing are an undisclosed number of "asy
lum" cases. (An asylee is someone who
enters the U.S. and then claims that he
fears returning to his homeland.) Some
900,000 other aliens were legally admit
ted in 1992, as well as an undetermined
number of illegals. Guestimates of the lat
ter range from 1 to 4 million.

Big Brother Is Getting Bigger
Though not many people know it, the
FBI has the mission of checking up on
federal workers to see if they have ever
engaged in discrimination of any kind,
not just by act or deed but by words,
even private comments. In one recent
clearance review of a congressional staff
er, the FBI agent asked his associates and
friends if he had ever cracked racial
jokes.
"Insensitivity" has now become a dis
qualifying factor for government jobs.
What next? Will there be a purge of all
federal workers who, since they first learn
ed to talk, ever uttered a word against
nonwhites, females and homosexuals?
Maybe after being removed from their
jobs hundreds of thousands of these "big
ots" will be moved to a concentration
camp for "sensitivity training." Those who
manage to graduate will probably be giv
en a muzzle instead of a diploma.

Desanctifying AI
Two of the three most celebrated Jews
of modern times, Freud and Marx, have
now gone by the board. Freud, once all
the Jewish-inspired hype had worn off,
turned out to be Iittle more than a witch
doctor obsessed with interpreting dreams
and penetrating the sexual fantasies of
semi-hysterical bourgeois females. Marx's
Communism, based more on racial envy
than economics, lasted only as long as
Lenin and Stalin were able to kill off their
critics.
This leaves Albert Einstein as the sole
remaining divinity of the once holy tribal
trinity. Although a few half-hearted at
tempts have been made from time to time
to disprove Einstein's physics, and a few
articles have appeared showing what a
heel he was, all was quickly forgotten. It
was and still is totally out of line to criti
cize the 20th century's greatest Jew, if not
the greatest Jew of all time. Strangely
enough, the glib-lib British journal, Econ
omist, never known to write a bad word
about Jews, came up with a surprisingly
favorable review (Sept. 13, 1993) of a
new iconoclastic biography, The Private
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Nevertheless, thanks to a lot of votes
from Little Jews, Rudolph Giuliani, the
Italian-American Republican, squeaked
through.
that I despise Ronald Reagan./1
Lives of Albert Einstein by Roger H igh
One commentator observed that the
In keeping with this line of thought,
field and Paul Carter, that cast a few
election IIsharpened the distinction be
Kaplan has allowed only three Reagan
stinging barbs at the great brain.
tween Jews who can afford to be liberal
and Jews who can't afford it./1
Before Einstein was married to his first
quotes to be included in the latest Bart
wife, a Gentile, she bore him an illegiti
lett's, all more or less on the demeaning
In the long run, even if all Jews vote
side. Ronnie's famous 1987 appeal to the
mate daughter who was quickly put up
white, including the Big Jews who have
for adoption. Their second child, a son
former Soviet chief, "Mr. Gorbachev, tear always been dedicated to the shafting of
IIw hitey,/i nonwhites are bound to come
born after their marriage, was mentally
down this Wall," is nowhere to be found.
disturbed and spent most of his life wash
Alexander Solzhenitsyn has also been
out ahead in the voting booth. White
flight (and white fright), the arrival of ever
ing flower pots in a Swiss psychiatric
slighted. But Kaplan's version of Bartlett's
did make room for 11 dim insights from
home, which his father never visited.
more legal and illegal nonwhite immi
the eggheaded Harvard professor, John K.
grants, and the disproportionate non
-Galbraith.
white birthrate are certain to turn the big
cities into permanent nonwhite fiefs.
When this happens, the Big and Little
The Municipal Future
One interesting result of the recent
Jews will be gone-the latter to the sub
elections is the replacement of so many
urbs and beyond, the former to safer ha
black and Hispanic mayors by whites-in
vens abroad. A few white ethnics will be
New York, Los Angeles, Philadelphia and
left to hold the fort and pick up the piec
elsewhere. Out of desperation and the
es. But by then King Mob will reign su
worsening plight of America's largest me -preme'
tropolises, urban whites are forming a
NAFTA Not Nifty
voting bloc almost as solid as that of
Ihere
are too many unknowns in
blacks.
NAFTA
for
anyone to accurately predict
One reason for the political success of
the outcome. Economics, known as the
blacks in the big cities has been the split
dismal science, is really the abysmal sci
Einstein, who had a fierce temper and
in the white vote, particularly the support
ence, which is the same as saying it is no
arrogance bordering on hubris, once call
of Jews and their massive media and fi
science at all. If too many jobs go south
ed his first wife, a "woman ...of uncom
nancial clout for nonwhite candidates.
and
too many Hispanics keep influxing
mon ugliness." The Economist wondered
north, the pro-NAFTA congressmen will
how such a philandering, wife-beating,
pay a heavy price at the polls come No
monomaniacal rotter could be metamor
vember. If NAFTA gives a boost to a lack
phosed by the media into a "genial, un
adaisical economy on both sides of the
worldly philosopher king./1 If the Econo
border,
Clinton can preen and boast, and
mist writer would like to shoot this
stand a better chance for a second term.
question at Instauration, we'd be happy
Instauration is against NAFTA for rea
to provide an answer,
sons seldom discllssed in all the debates,
editorializing and pro and con oratory.
Selective Quoter
Trade is a bridge; the more trade, the
One of the great classic reference
bigger and wider the bridge. Cultural and
books of the English language, Bartlett's
racial dilution follows trade. Since Instau
Familiar Quotations, which John Bartlett,
ration believes in separating races and
a British scholar, first published in 1856,
cultures, it obviously doesn't believe in
is now available in a new (16th) edition.
fusing them. We have no desire to Ameri
Like so much of our cultural heritage,
canize Mexicans or anyone else, and we
Dinkins, a done dealer
Bartlett's has fallen into the hands of peo
ourselves don't want to be Hispanicized.
As crime reaches warlike proportions,
ple who move in after the work has been
If any Americanization is called for, we
the Little Jew, who can't escape the mug
done and bank 100 to 1,000 times the
want to Americanize ourselves, not others.
gings and killing as easily as the Big Jew
money made by the man who started the
Unfortunately, no country in this age of
can, becomes more conservative, less lib
enterprise.
globalization can be economically self
eral and votes Republican. In New York
The editor of the latest edition of Bart
'sufficient, but we should make a stab at
City, the Jewish establishment, led by the
leU's is Justin Kaplan, a Jewish literary
it. We want ethnostates, not multicultural
N.Y, Times, was preponderantly for Din
light whose habitat is Zoo City. As ex
and multiracial states. We are not as in
kins, who received lavish funding from
pected, Kaplan has "sanitized" this treas
terested in bottom lines and financial
key leaders of the United Jewish Appeal
ure trove of Western wisdom by eliminat
statements as we are in racial and cultu
Federation, the Jewish Community Rela
ing quotes from people he dislikes and
ral independence. If we lose a few bucks
tions Council, and American Jewish Con
favoring disproportionately the words of
by putting a low priority on international
gress, The incumbent mayor's contributor
those who share his racial and liberal lu
trade, so be it. Better to lose dollars than
list was littered with the names of such
cubrations. For a taste of Kaplan's politi
lose genes.
powerhouse Chosenites as Shorenstein,
cal ideology, we refer to one of his own
Let's never forget that cultural protec
Tishman, Bronfman and Tisch.
quotes, "I'm not going to disguise the fact
tion flows from econom ic protection.
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Black Censors at Work
The more blacks gain in influence and
numbers, the more they keep sniping at
Western culture. The latest example of
this heavy handed censorship is the re
moval of Birth of a Nation from a list of
54 early motion pictures assembled by
the library of Congress for a year-long fes
tival commemorating one hundred years cif
cinema.
D.W. Griffith's
epic film was prob
ably the most im
portant of the 54
films, because of
his innovative use
of the camera,
particularly in bat
tle scenes. That
Birth of a Nation
focused on the
Ku Klux Klan's
efforts to save the
South from a Negro takeover after the
Civil War should have nothing to do with
the film's importance in the history of mo
tion pictures.
Nevertheless at the command of Wil
liam Gibson, chairman of the national
board of the NAACP, Pat Loughney, the
truckler who heads the library of Con
gress film division, caved in and ordered
the reel to be put back in its can.
If the NAACP had demanded that the
greatest of all silent films be burned,
would Loughney have also obliged?

Zionist High Riders -

.~~___

Because American Jews are riding
high these days, who would think they'd
need any help from non-Jews? Willy
nilly, they are getting it by the bucketful.
One organization, the Florida Christian
Task Force Against Anti-Semitism, has
published a vituperative pamphlet: "BIG
OTS BEWARE. Any act of hate against
jews will be considered an act of hate
against Christians." Nothing was said
about the Jewish bigots who ceaselessly
rant, albeit more subtly, against Christian
ity. It becomes more evident every day
that where Jews are concerned, turnabout
is not fair play.
A case in point is the Holocaust Me
morial Museum in Washington which
proudly presents a 12-minute film openly
attacking Catholics for a variety of sins,
including anti-Semitism. Only a few pro
testing voices have been raised against
the propaganda flick that continues to be
shown for all to see and swallow.

What happens to those who try to de
fend their Protestant or Catholic religion
when public opinion is in the pocket of
non-Christians? If the protestor protests
too much, he is likely to go down in the
mountainous file of the ADL as an active
or putative anti-Semite, a notation that
will do very little to advance his career.

Clinton's Confederate Grandpa
Clinton's great-great-grandfather, Wil
liam Blythe, was one of thousands of
Confederate soldiers captured during the
Civil War and transported to Camp Mor
ton, a P.O.W. holding area near India
nafX>lis. The prisoners were terribly il'
treated. In the winter of 1863-64 thou
sands died from diarrhea, malnutrition
and exposure to sub-zero weather.
All but 1,616 of the Confederate dead
were eventually recovered by family
members. William Blythe and 24 blacks
were among those whose bodies were
not recovered. They were buried in a
common grave in a local cemetery. From
1931 to 1933 the remains of the 1,616
were disinterred, placed in 25 wooden
boxes and reburied at Crown Hill Ceme
tery in Indianapolis. On October 3, a
dedication ceremony was held at a mon
ument erected at the grave site. Soil from
the 16 home states of the Confederate
dead was sprinkled around the monu
ment's base.
President Clinton, known as "Bubba"
to many of his Southern friends, did not
attend the ceremony.
.
EDWARD KERLING

Black Frat Out
The University of Maryland has black
balled the Negro fraternity Omega Psi Phi
for five years in the wake of charges that
24 frat brothers had brutally hazed pledg
es. If the frat wants to be reinstated in
1998, it must first establish procedures to
monitor members' behavior and grades.
Jesse Jackson and Benjamin Hooks are
among Omega Psi Phi's alumni.
The U. of Maryland chapter was
banned following a criminal investigation
of the fraternity that began last April.
Campus police reported that seven pledg
es were kicked, punched, spat upon,
burnt with hot wax and beaten with
wooden paddles, belts, whips and brushes.
Five pledges received serious injuries--a
broken ankle, a ruptured spleen, a col
lapsed lung, a concussion and a ruptured
eardrum. Seven other pledges were forc
ed to eat vomit, drink from toilets and ex

ercise to the point of exhaustion, not to
mention doing the homework and buying
the meals for the bros.
A hearing for two dozen frat members
is scheduled in a Maryland Circuit Court.
Fifteen who allegedly were involved in
the hazing also face expulsion from the
school. Pol ice sa id others may be charg
ed with perjury for denying any involve
ment with the fraternity's criminal acts.
It might be noted that Negroes, frater
nity members or not, are playing a pretty
strong-arm game at the U. of Maryland. A
month after Omega Psi Phi's suspension,
someone stole and trashed half of the
20,000 copies of the Diamondback, the
student newspaper, which had been ac
cused of racism for putting out a supple
ment that featured seven models, only
one of whom was black. The thievery
was probably inspired by events at the
University of Pennsylvania where 14,000
copies of the campus newspaper disap
peared and at Johns Hopkins where 1,400
copies of the student publication were
stolen.

Did Blacks Write Dixie?
The attack on the white South's musi
cal heritage never seems to stop. Two of
the Chosen, Howard and Judith Sacks,
have authored a book alleging that Dixie,
often considered the South's national an
them, was not composed by Dan Emmett,
a white entertainer in the 1850s, but by
the Snowdens, a family of black musi
cians, who lived in Emmett's hometown
in Mt. Vernon (OH). The Sacks insinuate
that Emmett stole the song from his black
neighbors.
As for the line, "1 wish I was in the
land of cotton," the Jewish couple have a
ready, ad hoc explanation. They claim
that since very few blacks lived in the
area, there was a dearth of marital part
ners for a family as fecund as the Snow
dens, who wished they were in the South
because only there could they find enough
mates for their numerous progeny.

"Help" Cries D.C.
fire storm of political resentment
cascaded down upon the pathetic, dimin
utive figure of D.C's Mayor Kelly-The
Woman Completely Out of Her Ele
ment-for having sought Presidential per
mission to call out the National Guard to
put a damper on the city's crime orgy. Il
lustrating the futility of dealing seriously
with blacks as individuals or as a political
entity, most blacks adjudged the Mayor's
action as a slander on the city's "good
name."
"Good name?" The tourism industry
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in Washington has dried up like a prune.
Travelers skirt the city's outer reaches as
though the center had been visited by a
plague. Within the walls of an insane asy
lum any reference to D.C.'s "good name"
would warrant a straitjacket. But the city
hasn't got 500,000 straitjackets, so the ra
cial loonies run loose.
At least 100,000 whites trapped with
in the city's political confines sweat out
the nuttiness by doing the only thing pos
sible: uttering inane liberal thoughts in
public and muttering racial epithets in
private. Mayor Kelly has become the ulti
mate, tragic example of a black promoted
from the meaningless prominence of an
"equal opportunity" sinecure with a local
utility company to substantive responsi
bility. Her self-destruction is complete.
Now bitter, she calls her racial cohorts
"ungrateful. II
Up to now, Kelly's cry for the Nation
al Guard has been turned down by Clin
ton. Perhaps he realizes that the D.C.
Guard is largely composed of the same
race against which Mayor Kelly wants to
'
use it.
IVAN HILD

News Mags' Arrogance
Because it has a lot of "fact checkers,"
overpaid writers and splashy art directors,
readers are led to believe that Time maga
zine is to be trusted. "If it's in Time, it
must be true." So speaks--and so errs
the reading public's subconscious.
Well, Mr. and Mrs. Time Reader, try
this on for size. In its feature article on
politics (Oct. 11, 1993), the mag stated
that Spotlight was affiliated with Lyndon
LaRouche, the political chameleon now
in jail for various financial sins. Not even
remotely true! Spotlight has never had
any connection whatsoever with La
Rouche. Time then went on to say that
Spotlight, which it called a "newsletter"
(it's a weekly newspaper), had described
Secretary of Commerce Ron Brown as
"Clinton's little nigger homeboy." Never
in its history has Spotlight resorted to such
language.
Time snidely and briefly apologized
for the egregious error in its November 1
issue, making it appear it was just a slip
of the word processor. Trouble was, it
wasn't a slip. It was the preordained prod
uct of a liberal mind-set. Time, like Cae
sar's wife, is above reproach. It knows it
can say anything it likes about right-wing
publications because, even if it is all a tis
sue of lies, its readers will believe a ker
nel of truth lurks somewhere in the story.
Time was a highly readable publica
tion back in the 1920s and 30s when un
der the aegis of Henry Luce and Briton
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Hadden it spoke to and for the American
Majority. Today, under the aegis of Ger
ald Levin, Jewish CEO of Time Warner, it
speaks for everyone but the Majority, an
editorial slant which gives the ragmag a
license to print brazen untruths about the
racial kin of its founders.
Perhaps because its boss, Katharine
Graham, is only half-Jewish, Newsweek
should be only half as bad as Time. It's
more than half. Newsweek undistin
guished itself by running an entire 64
page section (Oct./Nov. 1993) saluting
basketball star Michael Jordan on his an
nounced retirement. If God himself came
down from the clouds and announced his
retirement from heaven, Newsweek would
think twice about giving him a special
section, let alone 64 pages! While blacks
in the inner cities are chipping off the
edges of our parlous civi/.ization, News
week would never devote one-tenth the
amount of smooching given Jordan to a
white sports figure or for that matter to
any living white.
It almost appears as if Time and
Newsweek and the rest of the big-time
media have come down with an anti
white virus. Where and when will this
sickness end? In a regression to the Pleis
tocene? Or the discovery of a cure that
will persuade Majority mediacrats, the
few who still remain, to stop thinking
about blacks, yellows, Hispanics and Jews,
and start thinking about us?

Geese and Ganders
Recently I received a flier for a new
children's book
entitled Father
Gander which,
the blurb as
sured me, will
have a much
stronger appeal
to children than
Mother Goose.
Author Doug
las Larche con
demns one of
Northern Euro
pean literature's
finest creations,
for being riddled with "violence, sexism
and discrimination." Larche then pro
ceeds to ridicule the story for featuring
children whose "hair is curly and golden"
and for not giving equal time to women.
He stresses that 01' Ma goose failed to
provide her small readers with "equality,
love, responsibility, an appreciation of
life and all living things." Just the kind of
wordy tripe you'd expect from a blond
hating liberal ideologue.

The flier also provides an example of
the book's illustrations "by Carolyn" who,
judging from her artwork, must be about
ten years old. Instead of exquisite draw
ings by such masters as Blanche Fisher
Wright, Arthur Rackham, l. Leslie Brooke
or Kate Greenaway depicting British
scenes and period costumes, we're bur
dened with garish, childish scrawls cap
tioned with cheap doggerel:
Peter, Peter, pumpkin eater, had a wife and
wished to keep her.
Treated her with fair respect, she stayed with
him and hugged his neck.

The flier also informed us that "the
colored illustrations, which are full of de
tail, are also full of people of many races
and even people in wheelchairs./I What
the author seems to have forgotten-like
any veteran race-mixer-is that Mother
Goose was written by Northern Euro
peans for Northern European children,
not for kiddies in Africa, Asia and Latin
America. My guess is that very few of
these nonwhites and off-whites read
Mother Goose to their children anyway.
Why should they? It's not their literary
heritage. How on earth can they possibly
cotton to scenes of rural England and
Wales, feathered Robin Hood caps and
19th-century pinafores? How can the ho
mogeneous beauty of old Britain possibly
be enhanced by contaminating these
memorable pages with Third World char
acters and scenes?
It seems that Mr. Larche spotted a
chance to make a fast (race-mixing) buck,
and a left-leaning publisher agreed.

782

Ignoble Nobelists
The degree to which middlebrow read
ers of popular journals have been brain
washed is made evident in a letter to
Time (Oct. 4, 1993), written by a man
from Frisco: "We live in interesting times.
Just imagine-the former international ter
rorist Vasser Arafat may soon be a co
recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize." It ap
parently eluded the epistoler that Mena
hem Begin, who was responsible for the
massacre of Brits in the King David Hotel
.and of Arab villagers at Deir Yassin, has
already received the Nobel Peace Prize.
So has the compUlsive prevaricator Elie
Wiesel. Why has General Sharon, who
presided over the massacre of Palestin
ians in Lebanon, been overlooked? Was it
because the press "blood-libeled" him by
reporting the facts? So confused are the
Scandinavians in their dealings with Jews
that I fully expect the pudgy terrorist will
get his Nobel Peace Prize in due course.

IN
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Wiley' Brooks, a denizen of Seattle, is a
self-nominated apostle of Breatharianism,
an exotic dietetic or non-dietetic regime
that teaches wind, air and sunlight are all
a person needs in the way of nourish
ment. Brooks eschews water, food and
sleep, the last named quite a sacrifice for
a Negro. Brooks contradicts himself by
occasionally munching a crumb or so of
junk food, which he washes down with a
sip of orange juice. For a two-day semi
nar ($150 up front), Brooks promises to
turn most anyone into a Breatharian.
#
If Boris Becker can get engaged to an
American-German mulatto, what's to stop
that other fading tennis champ, John
McEnroe, now separated from Tatum
O'Neal, his movie star wife, from dating
the light-brown widow of the late Arthur
Ashe, who died of AIDS last February? It
mayor may not be serious, but the tab
loids say it's happening.
#
San Francisco is racing Miami to see
which city can be least kind to tourists. In
August a 21-year-old Irish woman was
shot twice in the back. Mugged were 80
year-old Charlotte Siegal of Brooklyn and
two female Jap sightseers.
#
lIan Glia, born in Israel, was arrested in
Zoo City in September on suspicion that
he had held up 14 New York City bridge
toll booths.
#
In Portland (OR), HIV-positive Timothy
Hinkhouse, 23, race carefully unstated by
the press, was arrested for raping a three
year-old girl. He had previously served
time for exposing three women to AIDS.
#
Remember Kinky Friedman and the
Texas Jewboys? That ersatz country music
group no longer assaults anyone's ear
drums, but Kinky, as might be expected,
is still alive and kicking. The constant
companion of Rita Jo Thompson, Miss
Texas 1987, Kinky has just written a new
book, Elvis, Jesus and Coca-Cola. His
claim to immortality, however, will not
rest upon his writings, some of them mys
tery thrillers, but on his songs, especially,
Ride 'em Jew Boy and They Don't Make

Jews Like Jesus Anymore.
#
The Latino wife of an lubricious white
trash husband won her 15 minutes of
fame by lopping off his male organ,
which somehow was found and sewn
back on. This widely publicized mutila
tion may have inspired Sheryl Hart, 29,

of Attleboro (MA) to take a swipe at the
penis of Jose Meneses with a straight
edge razor, after she had accused him of
infecting her with a venereal disease. The
damage to Jose was repaired with several
stitches.
#
Gerald Rosanbalm, elaborating on a
phony story about the bravery of homo
sexuals in the Vietnam War, said he had
no sooner ki lied two Vietcong than he
himself was critically wounded and saved
from a slow, agonizing death by his so
called lover, Donny Wynn. The entire
tale, although it is recorded for all time in
a bestseller, Conduct Unbecoming, Gays
and Lesbians in the U.S. Military, by
Randy Shilts, is pure tripe and emerged
full blown from Rosanbalm's imaginative
synapses. Wynn, who later died, was nev
er known to be a homo and was actually
engaged to a woman back in the U.S.
i
#
INS agents discovered that the six se
curity guards (four women and two men)
who operated metal detectors at the New
ark International Airport were illegal ali
ens from Brazil, Peru, Colombia and
Honduras.
#
• Six of the eight kids left alone by their
black mother on a hot July night in a Phil
adelphia row house perished in a fire that
broke out during her absence. She said
she had been walking her boyfriend home.
The father(s) had been long gone. The dead
kids were six and under. An 11-year-old
boy and his 8-year-old sister survived.
•
#
In Baltimore, Tonya Lucas, another un
wed Negro brood mare, was given six
consecutive life terms for igniting the fire
that incinerated all six of her children.
#
The Dept. of Education has started le
gal proceedings to remove 21 Jewish
schools from federal student aid pro
grams. The Chosen schools are accused
of defrauding the government out of mil
lions of dollars by filing false claims and
rigged attendance figures.
#
A black, clean-shaven gunman accost
ed a young, newly married couple in the
early evening while they were walking on
the grounds of Eastfield College (TX). First
the intruder asked for money, then or
dered the couple to lie down. As they
prayed, he pumped two shots into the
husband and, while he lay dying nearby,
raped his wife, who for some reason he
didn't kill. The wife said she would for

,
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give the rapist-murderer because Jesus
forgave the world when he was crucified.
#
"Normally, the Pollard case would
evoke a fine. What was his great crime
dealing with an ally like Israel who was
not our enemy? Was it because he's Jew
ish?" So wrote columnist Libby Olar in
the Oewish) Sentinel (Oct. 7, 1993).
#
David Greene, a venerable rabbi in
Milwaukee, has been indicted on charges
of extorting $50,000 from Samuel Dagan
as payment for granting him a "Jewish di
vorce." Dagan, an Israeli, is currently
serving time in a Minnesota jail.
#
Constance Newman, a friendly black
lady with very little experience in history,
culture and art, is currently heading up
the Smithsonian Institution, which has a
$445 million annual budget, runs 16 mu
seums and research facilities and has
6,735 employees.
#
Kennedys in recent headlines: On
Block Island, Ted Jr., a 32-year-old law
student, married a demi-Jewess, Kiki
Gershman, an asst. professor of psychia
try at Yale ... Rep. Joseph Kennedy Jr. is
trying to get Catholic Church biggies to
annul his 11-year marriage to first wife
Shei la Rauch, who wi" have none of it.
Meantime, he has married Beth Kelly,
who works in his Washington office. . .
Senator Ted's second wife's father, Ed
mund Reggie, was sentenced to 120 days
of home detention and a $30,000 fine for
crimes committed with the collapse of a
Louisiana S&L. . .The Chappaquiddick
Kid's nephew, William Kennedy Smith,
acquitted of rape in a lurid 1991 Palm
Beach trial, was nabbed by police after a
barroom brawl in Arlington (VA) in the
wee hours of October 23.
#
William Kupferschmidt, a ring leader
in a racket that cheated the government
out of nearly $1 billion, was ordered by a
court to hand back $50 million and his
palatial home. The racketeer was closely
associated with the Smushkevich broth
ers, two Jews who arrived from Russia not
so long ago, and who have already plead
ed guilty to the monumental scam.
#
.. California state authorities have ac
cused Dr. Mark Kaplan and eight other
individuals of a $30-million insurance
fraud that consisted of filing innumerable
bogus injury claims.
#

Ira Epstein and Janice Najmark have
pleaded guilty in a Francisco court for
peddling more than $1 million worth of
phony virility pills.
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A recent USA Today-CNN Gallup Poll
of 1,065 adults found 59% of the women
believe they should stay home and let
their husbands provide for their families.
44% of the female respondents said they
would prefer a male to a female boss.
#
Of the 15 most affluent Americans in
the 1993 Forbes filthy rich list, 7 are na
tive-born Majority members, 6 are Jews,
I is an Armenian and 1 is a sleazy trans
planted Australian mogul (Rupert Mur
doch). Warren Buffet, who has considera
ble holdings in several large U.S. cor
porations, heads the list at $8.32 billion.
Mediacrat John Kluge is the crypto-Jew
with the mostest at $5.9 billion. Other
Jews who have made it into the billion
dollar stratosphere include Sumner Red
stone at $5.6 billion, whose MTV airs the
(ugh!) Beavis & Butt-head show; Ted Ari
son, the financial skipper of the Love
Boats, $3.65 billion; Ronald Perelman,
corporate raider, $3.6 billion; the two
Newhouses, who have a string of news
papers and magazines, $3.5 billion each;
Edgar Bronfman, the booze baron, $2.3
billion; Marvin Davis, fast-buck entre
preneur, $1.7 billion; George Soros, cur
rency speculator, $1.1 billion; David Gef
fen, music business, $900 million; Ralph
Lauren, fashion czar, $700 million; Henry
Kravis, corporate raider, $600 million;
Michael Milken, convicted flimflam artist,
$400 million; Aaron Spelling, TV produc
er, $300 million.
#
A 12-year-old Ft. Lauderdale kid was
arrested for the 57th time last summer for
breaking into a convenience store. He
was 8 when he committed his first crime:
burglary.
#
New Jersey spends more per public
school pupil ($10,561) than any other
state, yet ranks 39th in SAT scores. Dis
trict of Columbia public school students
rank 5th in funds, but 49th in SAT scores.
Utah's per pupil expenditure is lowest of
any state ($3,128), yet the state ranks 4th
in SAT scores.
#
At present the U.S. has 20 million peo
ple who were born abroad. 25% landed
here in 1985-90. English is a foreign lan
guage for 32 million legal and illegal resi
dents of the U.S.
#
An amended Census Bureau report pre
dicts the U.S. population will total 392
million in mid-21 st century, when the
white population will drop from 76% to
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53%-and the American Majority will be
come a minority! Hispanics will prolifer
ate to 88 million by 2050; blacks to 56
million; Asian and Pacific Islanders to 38
million; Amerindians, Eskimos and Aleuts
to 4 million.
#
Only 5% of ticket buyers are blacks.
"We've lost the inner city to basketball,"
said one Major League baseball official.
#
40% of illegal immigrants live in Cali
fornia; 15% in New York State; 11 % in
Florida; 10% in Texas; 5% in Illinois.
#
40 blacks, 19 Hispanics and 10 Asians
and Pacific Islanders are now members of
Congress.
#
In 1945, its start-up year, the United
Nations had 1,500 employees. Today it
has 51,600, plus 9,600 consultants.
#
12 KKK members had a rally in Shreve
port (LA) in August. They were watched
carefully by a crowd of 100, composed
mostly of undercover sheriff's deputies
and police officers.
#
Massachusetts University professor Wil
liam Percy, who is convinced the military
discriminates against homos, has offered
$10,000 to anyone who unclosets a 4-star
general on active duty, a living American
cardinal or a sitting U.S. Supreme Court
Justice.
#
As of Sept. 28, 8 Asian merchants have
been murdered this year in the District of
Columbia. Speaking of D.C., the United
States spends $33,950 per person in the
District. That's more than the government
spends per capita on any of the 50 states.
Lowest federal per capita funds to a state
go to the people of Indiana, who get only
$3,529.
#
Some of the most politically correct
universities have a most numerically in
correct amount of minority faculty mem
bers. Only 2.4% of Duke's faculty is
black; 2.3% of Princeton's; 2% of Yale's;
and (shame) 1.4% of Dartmouth's and
Harvards'. The glaring discrepancy is blam
ed on the small number of blacks getting
Ph.D.s. Of the doctorates handed out in
1993 a bare 3.7% went to blacks, com
pared to 4.5% in 1977.
#
Speaking of degrees, Harvard last year
saw to it that 91 % of its undergraduates
got B- or better. The grade inflation was

worse at Princeton where 40% of the stu
dents received A's last year.
#
",
Grants, interest, loan guarantees and
t:ompound interest on previous grants to
tsrael totaled $11,321,000,000 in fiscal
1993 (Washington Report on Middle East
~ffairs, Sept.fOct. 1992, p. 17).
#
'r
Medicaid has already paid more than
$500,000 to keep alive a 2-year-old girl
born with only a trace of a brain to mi
nority parents in Washington (DC).
#
--I-n the year 2000, 18% of the nation's
GNP will be allocated to health care; in
2050, 50%; in 2100, 81.5%. So wildly
predicts Princeton economist Uwe Rein
hardt.
#
Two years after Michigan's ban on
Medicaid-funded abortions went into ef
fect, the birthrate of Detroit teenagers
shot up nearly 30%.
#
A federal survey of companies, which
altogether employed more than 40 mil
lion workers in the 1990-91 recession,
found that 59,479 blacks lost their jobs
while Asians gained 55,100 jobs, Hispan
~s 60,040, whites 71,144.
#
In October 1992, Chicago had 4.4 cops
per 1,000 residents; New York 3.9; Los
Angeles 2.2. The national average was
2.3 cops per 1,000.
#
Between Apri I, when it opened, and
Sept. 4 of this year, 523,000 people visit
ed the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum
in Washington (DC). 22% of the gawkers
said they were Catholic; 26% Protestant;
38% Jews. The estimates were furnished
by Peter Hart Research, a Jewish polling
firm.
#
In October, Chris Webber signed a
$74.4 million, 15-year contract with the
Golden State Warriors basketball team.
Webber, a 20-year-old black, is not the
highest-paid slam-dunker. That distinc
tion goes to another black, Larry Johnson,
who has a $84 million, 12-year contract
with the Charlotte Hornets.
#
In the first half of 1992, Allen Cranston,
who had already announced his retire
ment from the Senate, sent out 6,869,100
pieces of mai I at a cost to taxpayers of
$1,182,124.04.
#
A survey of 140 female rabbis revealed
that 70% had experienced some sort of
sexual harassment. 25% of the harassers
were male rabbis (Moment magazine
(Oct. 1993).

*

Waspishly Yours

Black writer Toni Morrison was awarded the Nobel
Prize for Literature in Odober. Was ever an accolade
more contingent upon the political correctness of the re
cipient of the award? Since Morrison's work is a rodomon
tade of reverse discrimination, I suppose it's okay. Any
thing which encourages racial pride and identity should
be encouraged (unless it happens to be Caucasian pride
and racial identity).
I remember a lecture given by Negro Ralph Ellison
some years ago in which he expressed his opposition to
black studies programs on the grounds that they "ghetto
ized" black literature. He then stunned his audience by
contending that there really wasn't "all that much of it"
worth "programmizing" anyway. No matter how much
one may pity the poet manque, the fad is that art is an un
compromising taskmaster. Maybe only time will tell. Art is
long and life is short, as Seneca once said. So rather than
generalize from my own bias based on the two novels of
Morrison which I've read, let me make this observation.
Black novelist Toni Morrison won the Nobel Prize for Lit
erature, but Leo Tolstoy did not. Nor did Mark Twain
understandably, of course, since "Nigger Jim" figures so
prominently as a hero of civility and common sense in
Huckleberry Finn. Nor did Theodore Dreiser, who slapped
his Jewish publisher's face in public because the author of
An American Tragedy was convinced he was being cheat
ed of his royalties. Nor did Joseph Conrad, author of Nig
ger of the Narcissus merit the award, in the judgment of
the Swedish Academy trustees of the noble fortune based
on the invention, use and promotion of dynamite. (Does
the Swedish Academy beat the drums for "pacifism" be
cause of a guilty conscience inherited from its founder?)
Nor did H.G. Wells qualify for the award; nor did Somer
set Maugham, D.H. Lawrence, Henrik Ibsen or Benedetto
Croce, the last named one of the 20th century's greatest
critics and phi losophers. Robert Graves and Graham
Greene never received it. But a literary giant like Toni
Morrison did. Jean-Paul Sartre was awarded the prize in
1964, but then refused to accept either the money or the
prize on the grounds it was "too political." I really cannot
accept Sartre's criticism, however; otherwise author Ralph
Ellison would have won the prize years ago. True, his lofty
literary reputation is based largely on one novel, Invisible
Man-a febrile, kindergarten derivation of Dostoyevsky.
But does it matter? Does literary merit really matter, if your
heart (if not your art) is in the right place? Maybe Ellison
should not have been so critical of black studies programs,
even if honesty is the best policy. Hilaire Belloc, Oswald
Spengler, Arnold Toynbee, Ezra Pound and H.L. Mencken
(all suspected or exposed anti-Semites) were beyond con

sideration for the prize, of course, But if Menaphlegm Be
gin and Henry (Strangelove) KiSSinger could be awarded a
Nobel Peace Prize, why not Ice-T and Sistah Souljah?
How can any Caucasian blame Michael Jackson for us
ing surgical technology in trying to climb the evolutionary
ladder? Why should the white man forget the bon mot of
Oscar Wilde that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery?
Or was it Mark Twain who said that imitation was the in
voluntary homage of the low? Blacks see Jackson as a race
traitor, but that's the point, precisely put.
Speaking of points of view, remember the movie, The
Young Lions, Jewish author Irwin Shaw's homage to He
brew heroism, a pot
boiler brewed in the
stews of the Nurem
berg trials? It's a story
that casts homosexual
WASP Montgomery
CI ift as a wispy Jew
who whips half the
members of his red
neck platoon and
finds nirvana for his
raw nerves by being
accepted by all those
crackers who never
cracked a book?
Toni Morrison, Affirmative Action Nobelist
But that's not what
I'm driving at. What I'm driving at is Swedish actress Mai
Britt. If you remember nothing else of that AIPAC film
propaganda called The Young Lions, you'd have had to re
member her. She's unforgettable, unless Hollywood has
bleached all of your red blood cells with images of Barbra
Streisand and Roseanne Barr-both of whom are more
than enough to make anyone blanch. They are the antithe
ses of Mai Britt, who might have resurrected Frankenstein
without science and kept even a half-breed like Anthony
Quinn fully faithful. Except that Britt married the mangiest
member of the ratpack, the one-eyed jack called Sammy
Davis Jr. One understands why a talented entertainer
would want to cI imb over Mai Britt to step up the evolu
tionary ladder, but why would she want to step down?
Eventually his alleged infidelities drove her to the divorce
court and out of Hollywood. I would attribute Mai's be
havior to nostalgie de la boue, i.e., an ineluctable longing
to wallow in the mud. Mai's beauty was enough to tighten
the stomach of any teenager; her marital behavior was
enough to disgust all but the most libertine.
V.S.STINGER

.
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There is something so disgustingly intestinal about the
real or imaginary affair of Ted Danson and Whoopi Gold
berg that it pains me to write a word about it. It pains me
even more to waste my word processor's time on the min
strel show they put on at that Friars Club Roast. So all I will
do is remark that Montel Williams, the Negro whose taste
was so offended he left the dais in a huff and later resigned
from the club, presides over one of the dirtiest talk shows
on TV. On a recent airing he happily chit-chatted with a
woman who stated that before she gets out of bed every
morning she runs porn videotapes on her VCR.
Dateline NBC, one of the many new TV "magazine
shows," devoted a segment on October 26 to Roy Bullock,
the portly, porky pansy who snitches on Majority activists
and assorted Musl im groups in return for a weekly check
from the ADL. In his somewhat snotty answers to questions
thrown at him by a Dateline NBC reporter, Bullock made
out as if his snooping deserved a Presidential Citation.
Amid old file clips of Klansmen, ADL spymasters were
given ample time to portray themselves as champions of
human rights. Nevertheless, the message came through
loud and clear, the message that Instaurationists have
known since Day One, namely that the ADL is a huge espi
onage net for world Jewry and will stop at nothing to muz
zle any attempt to get the Jewish question out in the open.
The ADL is a tax-exempt organization, which means that
wealthy Jews (what other kind are there?) can deduct their
lavish contributions and donations. If there was any justice
in this land-and there is precious little-the ADL ought to
lose this perk toot sweet. To deduct from your tax returns
money given to a spy agency, an anti-American spy agency
at that, is an outrageous perversion of IRS regulations.

The 1993 fall television season boasts 16 talk shows, or
did when it started. The three newest feature a black fe
male ex-college professor (The Bertice Berry Show), a black
male ex-Ohio legislator (Les Brown Show) and a white fe
male described by co-producer Gail Sternberg as a "touch
off center" (Ricki Lake Show). On the subject of talk shows,
a recent poll of 500 tube addicts dubbed Negro clown Ar
senio Hall the "sexiest" late-night spieler.
From Zip 224. I heard an interview with Robert Novak
in which he said his grandfather had been a Jewish officer
in the Czar's army. The curmudgeonly permanent guest on
the Capital Gang also revealed his mother wanted him to
be a rabbi. All this info seems to fit well with what I had
read a few years ago-that Novak admitted to having been
brought up in a Jewish family and had once thought about
converting to Catholicism.
Novak is one of the few media figures who is not afraid
to take on Israel and criticize it for all the horrors it has in
flicted on the land that was once Palestine. At the same
time, he proclaims super-scammer Michael Milken is one
of his heroes. In other words, Novak distinguishes between
Israel Firsters and wheeling-dealing Jews in particular. Be
ing Jewish, Novak knows he can't be attacked as an anti
Semite, which gives him an advantage not enjoyed by non
Jewish critics of Israel.
On a recent episode of CNN's Crossfire; the voice of
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persnicketyness stated that blacks are responsible for most
crime. Rep. Charles Schumer (D-NY), upholding the Chosen
party line, reacted with dismay and pretended that crime
had nothing to do with race. Despite the weaving and
dodging of Schumer and his fellow pols, the reality of black
criminality is becoming so overwhelming that the taboo
against calling a spade a spade is slowly, very slowly, eroding.
From Zip 800. The body language of liberaloid Phil
Donahue is nauseating. Whenever someone in the studio
audience poses a question or vents an opinion that Phil
considers out of line, he proceeds to envelop the person
with a "hug," all the while baring his teeth in a Cheshire
Cat smile. "Oh, come on, you don't mean that," Phil will
smirk. The hug telegraphs that he really wants to crush the
offender; his bared teeth send the message that he wants to
chew him or her up. A typical liberal response.
From Zip 070. Xuxa is the biggest television star in Lat
in America. The blue-eyed blonde from Brazil, who spe
cializes in programs for children, is busy launching a syndi
cated show for tots in the U.S. Notwithstanding Xuxa's
striking Nordicism, she's a poison pill for white kids. She
got her start in showbiz by ministering to the sexual re
quirements of Pele, the coal-black Brazilian soccer player.
From Zip. 345. I almost lost my supper (Sept. 15) when
I tuned into Rush Limbaugh. For a moment I thought I was
viewing an AIPAC commercial. Old Rush had a big map of
Israel displayed on the wall and was informing his worship
ful audience with the help of a pointer that the reason why
poor WI Israel couldn't give up the West Bank was 'cause
"Israel would then on~y be nine miles wide." Heck, Ariel
Sharon took him up on a hill in the Occupied Territories
and Rush could see the Sea! O'migosh!
Rush treated us to some still shots: Fatso riding on an Is
raeli tank; Fatso being wined and dined by Sharon, the
Butcher of Beirut; Fatso praying at the Wailing Wall. That
was it! I hit the off-button so hard that I almost pushed it
through the remote control. 01' Rush is just another false
prophet, another placebo to channel off Majority rage.
Maybe Perot isn't all that bad, if Rush hates him so much!

Notes from the Sceptred Isle-John Nobull
Supporters of Instauration come from every social group
in English-speaking countries and from many other coun
tries as well. What they all have in common is a realisa
tion that the white race is on the rocks, and that those of
us who intend to survive must help 'one another. We are
either an extended breeding group or we are nothing.
My concern today is with our people who are objec
tively associated with the very system that is devoted to
our destruction. What should they be doing?
Openly defying the system? All honour to those
who do, provided they go down with their colours
flying. But most of us, sad to say, will carryon,
hoping that we can continue to draw our salaries
as long as possible. It is not a glorious choice, but
a natural and common one.
Our enemies know th is and fervently hope that
we shall continue, at every level, to provide honest
props for their corrupt system which, as long as we
cooperate with it, will continue to attract floods of
parasitic aliens to prey upon us unmercifully.
But what if we decline to cooperate? By that I
don't mean that we should defy city hall openly.
What I am proposing is a nonviolent guerrilla cam
paign that may not speak its name but is all the
more effective for its silence.
Judges should hand down sentences which re
flect the gravity of the crime. they should not im
pose vicious penalties for token defiance by whites
and slaps on the wrist to nonwhites for murder and
armed robbery. To be sure, such judges are unlike
ly to be promoted beyond their present position,
but in many English-speaking countries they have a job for
life, provided they do nothing illegal. Similarly the duty of
a doctor is to practise eugenics, even if this is only done
negatively. Abortion should be made freely available to
women likely to produce offspring dependent on the pub
lic. Lawyers should specialise in helping whites for a
change, getting them legal aid where possible and lighter
sentences for thought crimes. Policemen should take a
siesta when members of one minority are being attacked
by members of another. Teachers at every level should ap
ply objective standards to their pupi Is, quietly informing
right-wing publications about any scandals they come
across.
Our duty is first and foremost to our own people, not to
the system which pays us. Tax officials should try to en
sure where possible that the burden of tax falls least heavi
lyon the producer, most heavily on the parasite. Even a
small change in emphasis can make a very big difference
over time. At the lower levels, among secretaries and of

fice staff and up through middle management, all sorts of
opportunities occur to sabotage the system anonymously.
They should be seized with both hands.
Remember, my friends, the cards are stacked against
you, whether you resist or not. So why not resist? Of
course, a few of us may be ferreted out and convicted for
politically incorrect activities. In that event we might as
well fight. Our enemies will be relentless. Their only con
cern will be to ruin and humiliate us as an example
to others. But if we fight for our rights, we will come
off better than if we crawl. It is like rape. If a wom
an gives in passively, she may end up being mur
dered. Her passivity may feed the rapist's power
fantasy. If a woman resists-perhaps by going into a
fit-she spoils it for him. She may get hurt, but her
chances of remaining alive or even unraped are
much greater.
Above all, we should boycott the liberals in our
own ranks, both socially and in every other way.
We must get the message across that we don't like
them as people. No need to explain why. They'll
catch on soon enough. We must also make sure to
leave no money or property even to our offspri ng if
they miscegenate. If we do all this on a big enough
scale, a sea change wi" come over the whole of so
ci ety. Take my word for it.
Oswald Mosley was of the opInion that, al
though the discoverers and conquerors of the Em
pire were essentially European (and called them
selves by that name), the emigrants from Britain
who peopled those lands were mostly anti-European,
Bible-inspired and anti-aesthetic. This explains why the
overseas territories, including the United States, despite
their huge areas, have produced so little art and music
worthy of the name. England, he felt, could be saved, be
cause it still nourished an anti-moralistic, pro-aesthetic,
traditional ist ethos.
A great statement of hostility to the moralism of Bible
Protestantism is Samuel Butler's 1875 poem about the stat
ue of the Discobolus in Montreal, which then had a strong
Anglo-Saxon element. The Discobolus, a copy of the fa
mous statue of a Greek discus thrower, was considered in
decent and was accordingly removed from the public gaze.

Stowed away in a Montreal lumber room,
The Discobolus standeth and turneth his face to the wall;
Dusty, cobweb-covered, maimed and set at naught,
Beauty crieth in an attic and no man regardeth.
o God! 0 Montreal!
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Canada. One aspect of NAFTA that
the NAFTAists don't like to mention is the
migration north of black pimps from
Washington state to British Columbia. Al
ready these "free traders" have corrupted
some high-school girls in and around Van
couver, turned them into drug addicts,
and sent them out in the streets. If they
don't return with enough money for their
black slavemasters, they are severely beaten.
The recent Canadian election resulted
in a near wipeout of the Progressive Con
servative Party (good), a big win for the
Liberal Party (bad) and the emergence of
the Reform Party, which won 52 out of
the 295 seats in Parliament. The Reform
Party wants to cut immigration and re
duce the size of the huge government bu
reaucracy. Some members actually wish
to separate Western Canada from the rest
of the country and join American states in
the Pacific Northwest in carving out an
independent nation to be called Cascadia.
There are some 60,000-70,000 Soma
lis in Canada. Many apply for various
types of welfare handouts under severa I
different names. Part of the illegally ob
tained loot is then transmitted to one or
more warlords in Somalia.

Britain. Nigerians here are up to the
same tricks that Somalis are pulling off in
Canada. They are collecting millions of
pounds a year in fraudulent benefits and
welfare scams. There are even schools in
London and Lagos, where "students" are
taught how to forge applications for gov
ernment largesse.
A horrible crime of the type Brits
thought could only be committed in the
U.S. occurred last February in Liverpool.
Two youngsters, both 11, having abducted
a two-year-old toddler who had strayed
from his mother at a mall, beat him to
death with an iron bar and bricks. British
law forbade identifying the killers, but the
press reports contained some hints: "The
murdered boy was blond with blue eyes
and his murderers were pudgy with curly
dark hair."
When a genuine disestablishmentari
an wins an election in England, as Derek
B€ackon of the British National Party did
when he won a seat on the Tower Ham
lets Council, the powers that be call out
the goons. In this instance the mob's ob
ject was to trash the BNP books hop in
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Welling, Kent. The demonstration quickly
developed into one of the biggest riots
England had seen in years-31 arrests
and 75 injured (including 19 police).
In September, British Home Secretary
(read Minister of the Interior) Michael Ho
ward in a speech at a B'nai B'rith banquet
in London displeased the audience might
ily when he announced the government
did not intend to ban the British National
Party and make its supporters "martyrs in
the cause of free speech."
From a British subscriber. Bernie Grant,
a black MP, reported that many colored
folk in Britain might eagerly return to
their "countries of origin" if they received
traveling money from the British govern
ment. He said he had received over 100
requests from nonwhites "asking me to
negotiate with the government for them
to go home."
Predictably the media and liberals and
conservatives of all colors decried Grant's
remarks, dubbing them "the politics of
despair" and charging that his suggestion
played directly into the hands of racists.
Grant replied he was only "responding to
reality."

France. Marie Antoinette, one of the
most maligned ladies in history, is being
rehabilitated 200 years after her behead
ing. Nearly every performance of the
play, My Name is Marie Antoinette, that
opened in Paris in October was sold out.
The drama hotly denies that the Queen
was a lesbian, wore 160 dresses a year,
committed incest with her son or partici
pated in obscene orgies. The playwright
refused to put in her mouth the cynical
aphorism, "Let them eat cake," that she
supposedly uttered when millions of
French were without bread. The martyred
queen died in the sordid period of French
history known as the Reign of Terror when
40,000 French were executed in a period
of less than a year-a humongous death
toll, but only a fraction of the number
killed in the murderous rampages of Le
nin, Stalin and Chairman Mao.
After almost half a century of intense
legal wrangling, Vichyite Paul Touvier
will be brought to trial. An appeals court
finally ordered him to be tried for failing
to save six Jewish hostages from the Ger
mans who had demanded 100 hostages
in reprisal for the assassination of Phi
lippe Henriot, a minister in the Petain

government. Touvier, now in his 80s, is
suffering from terminal cancer. French
Jews who, like most of their tribe, have a
dominant gene for vengeance and unfor
giveness, want the trial expedited so the
old man can be executed before he dies a
natural death.

Germany. A special program de
signed to "re-educate" young neo-Nazis
by showing them what grand folks Jews
are has backfired. With encouragement
from the directors of the Yad Vashem
Holocaust Memorial in Jerusalem, and
underwritten by the German Foreign Of
fice, something called the Anti-Violence
Project treated 19 young people from
Dresden-some of whom were certified
members of illegal neo-Nazi groups-to
an all-expenses-paid trip to Israel and
Auschwitz. Said one of the initiators of
the program: "I thought that these people,
who had never met Jews before, would
understand Auschwitz if they met the
beautiful people in Israel before being
confronted by piles of skeletons in Po
land."
To the chagrin of all concerned, the
young Germans were not terribly im
pressed by the Chosenites they were in
troduced to in Israel. One of them, who
couldn't repress his true feelings, told a
Jewess she belonged in a gas chamber.
Two said that the trip confirmed their
need to "throw Molotov cocktails to fur
ther their cause." Other Germans on the
trip, who had only lukewarm right-wing
views before they visited the Promised
Land, came back devout neo-Nazis.
The American media, stirring up the
endemic Jewish hatred for Germans, has
been pounding on the number of deaths
committed by so-called neo-Nazis against
minorities in Germany, especially Turks.
According to the Turkish ambassador in
Berlin, 13 of his countrymen were mur
dered in 1991-92 by Germans. The Amer
ican press and TV, sticking closely to
their usual one-sided reporting, carefully
refrained from giving statistics on murder
and other crimes committed by Turks
against Germans. In 1991-92, the same
period referred to by the Turkish ambas
'sador, German police charged that Turks
were suspects in at least 500 acts of mur
der and manslaughter, in more than 500
cases of arson and in thousands upon
thousands of lesser crimes (See Deutsche
Woche Zeitung, April 9, 1993).
As far as is known, the ADL limits its
spying against non-Jews to the 50 states.
The Simon Wiesenthal Center in L.A.,
which takes up where the ADL leaves off

and dabbles in international espionage,
recently boasted it spent $200,000 infil
trating Israeli journalist Varon Svoray into
neo-Nazi circles in the Fourth Reich. Af
ter snooping around for a few months,
Svoray, who pretended to be a right-wing
Australian journalist, decided his cover
was about to be blown and took to the
lecture circuit in the U.S., where he is
well paid for moaning and groaning in
synagogues and public forums about the
horrible doings of swastika-tattooed skin::
heads, who are working day and night to
unleash a new Holocaust. A CBS crew
worked with Svoray, invading the privacy
of the radical rightists with hidden cameras.
Unfortunately, German rightists have
yet to learn that when three or four of
them get together, at least one or two will
be spies in the pay of their government or
world Jewry.
In late October, German police arrest
ed Fred Leuchter, the American expert on
execution procedures, in Frankfurt, a few
moments before he was scheduled to ap
pear on a TV show. His crime? He spoke
at a right-wing meeting in Germany in
1991. His real crime? He brashly denies
the Holocaust, a denial that carries a jail
sentence, not just in Germany, but in
many other Western countries that are all
for "free speech." Leuchter, in prison at
this writing, faces five years behind bars.
It is doubtful that the State Dept. or the
American ambassador to Germany will
lose any sleep trying to spring an Ameri
can citizen like Leuchter. If his name was
Levy, he'd be out in a minute.

Jewish Chancellor of Austria, once called
Wiesenthal a "liar" and a "cheat." Few on
this side of the Atlantic believed him--or
were allowed to believe him. Come to
think of it, if it takes one to know one,
maybe Kreisky was right.

Russia. Representatives of various non
Russian ethnic minorities have formed
their own political party which intends to
represent the interests of some 10 to 15
minority communities, including Koreans,
Tatars, Kurds, Belarussians, Ukrainians,
Assyrians and the many Jews who have
chosen to remain in Russia.
The International Party, as it is called,
which did not register in time to partici
pate in this month's parliamentary elec
tions, wi II lobby the new Parliament to
take pote of minority issues. Valery Engel,
a founder of the Party and chairman of
the Association of Jewish Studies & Cul
ture, expostulated:
The American model, the idea of a
melting pot, is just not working in Russia.
We have to invent something else .... There
is no platform of any political party ... that ad
dresses the need to fight anti-Semitism,
chauvinism and fascism in Russia. And no
body is going to represent us in government
unless we bring our issues to their attention.

Boris Becker, the fading multimillion
aire tennis champ who frolics about Eu
rope's most expensive watering holes
with his fiancee, the half-black daughter
of an American-German couple, strongly
opposed Berlin playing host to the Olym
pic Games in the year 2000. He feared
the games might spark a resurgence of
German nationalism.

International Party organizers have
made it dear that their goal is to make
the various non-Russians still residing
within Russia members of "protected"
groups. The Party hopes to compel the
government to create a third chamber of
parliament that will concern itself exclu
sively with interests of non-Russian na
tionality groups. Clearly, if the Party suc
ceeds, it will have it both ways, since
ethnic groups living in the autonomous
republics have their own representatives
in regional administrations. By giving, in
effect, veto power to Jews and others
within Russia proper, this would have the
effect of disenfranchising the Great Rus
sian people within their own country.

Austria. It's a kick to see two promi
nent Jews who spend most of their time
spreading raw hatred against non-Jews,
launch hate campaigns against each oth
er. In the jaundiced eyes of Eli Rosen
baum, a professional OSI Nazi hunter
based in Washington, Simon Wiesenthal,
the even more prominent Nazi hunter
based in Vienna, deliberately tried to
hush up the Nazi connections of Kurt
Waldheim, the ex-Secretary of the U.N.
and ex-President of Austria, who is not
permitted to enter the United States.
What's the problem here? Was Wiesenthal
paid off? Bruno Kreisky, the post-WWII

South Africa. From a subscriber. In
conversations with foreign diplomats and
politicians, I have always emphasized
that in the final analysis there is no politi
cal power in South Africa that can force
the nations or ethnic groups into an en
during unitary state. My viewpoint is sup
ported quietly at this stage by unknown
numbers of MPs and ministers in de
Klerk's National Party.
Violence among black ethnic groups
is escalating. The economy is bad and
getting worse. De Klerk is clearly under
great strain, and Mandela has even antag
onized some of his white followers by de-

daring himself in favor of the vote for 14
year-olds and a "wealth tax," to redistrib
ute white wealth among blacks to com
pensate them for the "misery" of apartheid.
De Klerk and Mandela are battling to
keep up the appearance that, with the
signing of the new Constitution, all is go
ing well with the transition from white to
black rule. On the contrary, all is not go
ing well. A split in the ranks of the Na
tional Party, divided opinions among cab
inet members and polls that show mount
ing white resentment, as well as munici
pal by-elections (the only white elections
still taking place) indicate a big swing
away from the anti-apartheid crowd. In
the Free State town of Hennenman, for
example, the Conservative Party recently
beat the National Party candidate by 661
votes to 266 in a seat which the National
Party had won two years ago by 2 to 1.
Accotding to a poll published by the Jo
hannesburg Star, the National Party will
not gain more than 16% of the vote in
next year's one-man, one-vote election.
Our former rulers therefore will have no
chance to rule in the South Africa of the
future.
The situation is tense. Many Jews, of
whom there are still about 80,000 in
South Africa, are planning to leave the
country. They have even sent deputations
to Israel to "negotiate" plans for their "re~
patriation."

Sudan: Though slavery has been out
lawed in Western countries since the
mid~ 19th century, it still flourishes in
parts of Asia, the Mideast and Africa. Ac
cording to the U.S. State Dept., Interna
tional Labor Organization, Africa Watch
and the British Anti-Slavery Society, black
Sudanese from the southern Nuba Moun
tains are being enslaved by Arabs. The
price of young slaves has fallen to under
$100 a head.
Dominican Republic: Unimpressed by
the entreaties of black Haitians claiming
refugee status, Dominicans have contin
ued to ship thousands of them back
across the border. Immigration director
Hector Viloria Caminero explained:
We are not persecuting the Haitians.
We are simply continuing our program of
repatriation of foreigners who live illegally
in the country...We ought to be deporting
1,000 or more illegal Haitians daily, but we
don't have the resources.

An estimated 500,000 to 1 million il
legal Haitians live in the Dominican Re
public. Many first entered as "temporary"
contract workers who refused to leave af
ter their contracts had expired.
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Figures Don't Lie, But. ..
Viewers could hardly believe their eyes and ears. There was
the bemedaled Marine Commandant Carl Mundy on camera on
60 Minutes, one of the most popular TV programs, speaking the
following heresy:
In the military skills, we find that the minority officers do not
shoot as well as the nonminorities ....They don't swim as well.
And when you give them a compass and send them across the ter
rain at night in a land naVigation exercise, they don't do as well at
that sort of thing.

It is unnecessary to mention that General Mundy was quickly
brought to heel and "induced" to utter the ritualistic regrets and
apologies, which added up to pretending that what he said
wasn't what he meant, though a Marine press release issued later
backed up his statements with numbers. In 1992-93 young black
officers scored 83.2 in rifle qualification tests, compared to the
class average of 87.43; pistol qualification, black average 85.41,
class average 88.95; land navigation (use of compass), black av
erage 81.41; class average 85.35; swimming qualification, black
average 85.82, class average 93.36. Negroes did narrowly out
perform the class average in physical fitness, drill and two types
of obstacle courses.
Apparently General Mundy has a short memory. Some years
ago much ado was made about AI Campanis, who lost his job as
vice-president of the los Angeles Dodgers for sounding off on
the poor swimming ability of blacks (their high bone to body
weight cuts down their buoyancy). He praised their fleet of foot
ness, but dispraised the lack of intelligence responsible for so
few of them acquiring baseball managerial slots.
less than a year later Jimmy "the Greek" Snyder lost his
$500,000 job as a CBS sports reporter for attributing Negro
prowess in sports to their breeding "big black kids" in slavery
days and to their "big, high thigh bones"-assertions which,
though crudely put, are not wide of the mark.
Unlike Campanis and Jimmy the Greek, General Mundy was
not fired, though he did have to crawl a little as he begged for
forgiveness from John Dalton, Secretary of the Navy. The Marine
Commandant is too much of a wheel to be sacked for the sin of
telling the truth. But that doesn't mean that lesser lights who en
gage in amateur anthropology will not meet the same fate as
Campanis and jimmy the Greek.
Instaurationists must realize that when it comes to the bud
ding science of comparative genetics, we are back in the days of
Galileo, who, to save his neck, swore that the sun orbited the
earth, though he knew very well the opposite was the case. (He
was credited, however, with muttering under his breath, Eppur s;
muove, "Nevertheless it [the Earth] does move.")

20th-Century Martyr
John Demjanjuk, the sempiternal fall guy for Jewish racists, is
home, but not at home. He can't move into his house because of
long lines of jabbering Jewish pickets. After seven years of soli
tary confinement in an Israeli jail, after being condemned to
death, after his case, lacking any real substance, was thrown out
by the Israeli Supreme Court, after the recent U.S. Court of Ap
peals ruling that evidence supporting his deportation was "fraud
ulently" withheld by the OSI (Office of Special Investigations),
the American clone of the old Soviet KGB ...after all these excru
ciating experiences one would think that John finally deserved a
little peace and quiet.
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He's going to get precious little. janet Reno, the freakish At
torney General, has promised jewish organizations that she will
press hard for Demjanjuk's deportation. To where? To Ukraine or
some other Eastern European country which might jail him again
or even execute him, as happened to a few other alleged "war
criminals" rounded up by the OSl's super Chosenites. One sacri
ficial victim who barely escaped the hangman's noose was Frank
Walus of Chicago. He was stripped of his U.S. citizenship by
Jewish Judge Julius Hoffman and ordered deported only to be
saved at the last minute by an Appeals Court ruling that reversed
Hoffman's vengeful decision.
What it all amounts to is that a monumental injustice has
been done and continues to be done to an innocent man. The
government lawyers, who framed him, not Demjanjuk, should
be the ones who went to jail. Right now Reno and her OSI goons
are piecing together "evidence" on other Eastern Europeans who
mayor may not have been caught up against their will in one
phase or another of WWII.
A new Byron is needed to poetize about today's Prisoner of
Chillon. The body of John Demjanjuk, the 20th-century martyr
has also been "rusted with vile repose." Compared to the one
time Cleveland auto worker, the Prisoner of Chillon was lucky.
His oppressor was a second-rate duke. Demjanjuk's enemies are
an international cabal.
Ugly people have done ugly things and are continuing to do
ugly things to Demjanjuk and his family. His wife, Vera, who for
years has been on the receiving end of death threats and worse,
simply cannot understand why the world won't leave her and
her husband alone. Neither she nor any decent human being can
comprehend why, as one Israeli put it, her husband should be
killed, guilty or not.
Ironically a New Jersey Jew, Hugo Princz, is suing Germany
for $7 million, the monetary equivalent of what he claims that
he, an American citizen, suffered after Germans picked him up
in Slovakia in 1942 and threw him in a concentration camp until
war's end. That Stanley Sporkin, a Jewish judge, is taking a curi
ous interest in this case is not hurting Princz's chances. If he
should get his $7 million, it will be added to the $50 million in
reparations Germany has already given to Jews and Israel (on top
of America's $100 million). If Princz is due that outrageous sum,
how much should Demjanjuk get? And how much should the
Palestinians get for losing their whole country, their possessions
and thousands of lives to the Zionist conquerors and squatters?
The answer is, Demjanjuk and the Palestinians won't get a
red cent. Reparations these days is a one-way street that runs
straight to Tel Aviv.

Greatest Living Eugenicist Speaks Out
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Robert Graham's Repository for Germinal Choice, also
known as the Genius Sperm Bank,
has been responsible for bringing
182 spankingly bright children into
the world. Because of the conserva
tive, liberal, minority, religious ven
detta against any martifestation of eu
genics, Graham has had difficulty
finding new "depositors." Neverthe
less, at the age of 88, he still carries
the torch. An informative 38-minute
interview with Graham is available
on videotape. Send $20 to S.c.
Books, P.O. Box 1562, Friendswood,
TX 77546. Included will be a com
plimentary copy of Graham's book,
The Future of Man.

Sperm banker Graham

